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ACCENT IN THE CENTRAL SOMALI NOMINAL SYSTEM* 

Douglas Biber 
University of Southern California 

The accentual system of Central Somali nominal forms is des
cribed in this paper and contrasted with the systems of North
ern Somali and Proto-Somali. In particular, it is shown that 
a diachronic rightward shift of the accent has had widespread 
consequences, resulting in surface alternations and a restruc
turing of the accentual system. However, despite the compli
cations introduced by this change, it is possible to describe 
the system with two synchronic accentual rules, which general
ly reflect the history of this development. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The prosodic system of Northern Somali has recently been described by 

Hyman [1981J as a tonal-accent one, as opposed to either a "pure" tone sys

tem or a stress-accent system. That is, every non-particle, i.e. noun, verb, 

adjective, etc., can have at most one H tone, marking the system as accentual, 

yet an underlying accent is realised as a high pitch (rather than part of an 

intonational pattern), marking the system as a tonal-accent one (see Hyman 

[198l:l77-178J for a fuller discussion). 

The purpose of the present paper is to describe the accentual system of 

Central Somali and to contrast this system with the one operative in North

ern Somali. The prosodic system of Central Somali is also a tonal-accent 

one. However, there are major differences between the two surface accentual 

systems. In particular, it will be shown that a simple diachronic shift of 

the accent to the right in Central Somali has resulted in surface accentual 

alternations and an overall restructuring of the accentual system. l 

*1 would like to thank B. Comrie and L. Hyman for their many helpful com
ments on earlier versions of this paper. 

IThis study is limited to nominal forms, although the overall accentual 
system of this dialect should be analysed at some point. 
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Central Somali (self designation reeween, otherwise known as Rahaween 

or Rahanweyn) is spoken by approximately 20,000 people living in Mandera Dis

trict, Kenya, plus a larger population residing within Somalia. The overall 

grammatical system of this dialect has recently been described by Saeed [to 

appearJ. The two language assistants who helped with the present paper are 

both from Mandera: Mahamad Adan and Hassan Abdirahman. 

2. Accent Assignment 

In Northern Somali, nominal forms do not have an underlying accent, but 

rather they are assigned an accent on the basis of their phonological shape 

plus the factors of gender and number. 2 In particular, vowel-final roots 

(Hyman's class D2) are assigned a penultimate accent, as are consonant-final 

masculine roots,3 while consonant-final feminine roots are assigned an ulti

mate accent [Hyman 1981:180J. The only additional major factor to be noted 

at this point is that accent is assigned to moras rather than syllables. 

That is, each vowel is a potential tone-bearing unit. This is particularly 

relevant with respect to CYVC syllables. since this analysis does away with 

the need for gliding tones while at the same time maintaining the unity of 

the overall analysis, i.e. masculine CYVC roots are assigned penultimate ac

cent (CYvC) while feminine CYVC roots are assigned ultimate accent (CvVC). 

In Central Somali, the system is essentially the same, i.e. accent is 

predictable based on the phonological shape of the root and grammatical fac

tors and must be analysed in terms of moras rather than syllables, except 

that diachronically the accent has shifted one mora to the right. ThUS, ac

cent in V-final and masculine C-final roots has shifted from the penultimate 

to the ultimate mora. Consider the following examples: 4 

(1) dube 

(2) maroode 

'ox' (masc.) 

'elephant' (m.) 

(5) hoog 

(6) wack 

'strength' (m.) 

'baby goat' (m.) 

2There are additional grammatical factors such as case which condition 
accentual alternations in Northern Somali. 

3There is a small exception class of masculine roots with final accent 
(Hyman's [1981:180] class D3). 

4 D and G are implosive consonants. There are actually ten vowel po
sitions in Somali, although this paper will follow the standard Somali ortho-
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(3) sheeke 'story' (fem. ) (7) i I baab 'door' (m. ) 
(4 ) abeese 'puff-adder' (f. ) (8 ) feres 'horse' (m. ) 

(9) nebedd06n 'committee' (m. ) 
[lit. 'peace-want'] 

(10) turjubaan 'translator' (m. ) 

Forms (1-4) illustrate the general phonological rule which assigns accent to 

V-final roots, i.e. 

Rule la: V + [+A] / # 

That is, regardless of the gender, V-final roots are assigned a final accent. 

The normal pattern for C-final masculine roots is illustrated by (5-10), 
that is, accent is assigned to the ultimate mora. This rule could be written: 

Rule lb: V + [+Al / V X C # l+Masc. 

However, rule la and rule lb both perform the same function, which can be 

shown by collapsing the two of them, i.e.: 

Rule 1: Final Accent Assignment 

V + [+Al / V X <C> # lNOUN 
<+Masc.> 

This rule applies only to roots with two or more vowels, i.e. CVC roots 

are excluded. In isolation, CVC roots are all accented, and therefore it 

might be supposed that CVC masculine roots would be assigned an accent by 

Rule 1. For example: 

(11) Dar 

(12) Drb 

'clothes' (m.) 

'problem' (m.) 

(13) r d 

(14) far 

'home/village' (f.) 

'finger' (f.) 

However, the following discussion of CVC+suffix forms will show that this ac

cent is assigned by a later rule (Rule 2), regardless of the gender. 

In the case of C-final feminine roots the accent is in effect shifted off 

the word, with a new accent appearing word-initially, e.g. 

graphy and distinguish only five of these. 
following near-surface phonological rule: 

Finally, Central Somali has the 
n+I)/_# 
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(15) b~er 'farm' (f.) 

(16) waar 'baby goat' Cf.) 

(17 ) i I I 9 'tooth' (f.) 

(18) galan 

(19) maGaayed 

(20) m~hakamad 

'hand! arm' Cf.) 

'restaurant' (f.) 

'court' (f.) 

These forms illustrate the normal pattern for C-final feminine roots, that is, 

accent is assigned to the initial mora. This same accent assignment also 

holds for a very small class of masculine roots,S e.g. 

(2l) r4er 'extended family' (m.) 

(22) f6ud 'soup' (m.) 

(23) W8 I aa I 

(24) afaaf 

'brother' (m.) 

'entrance' (m.) 

In fact, it will be seen that this rule applies just before the surface rep

resentation to any phrase which has no other assigned accent. That is, this 

rule functions to prevent the possibility of a nonaccented nominal form on 

the surface. Thus, the nouns of the masculine exception class, e.g. (21-24), 

would simply be marked [-Rule 1], and by default they will receive an initial 

accent. The rule could be formalised as: 

Rule 2: Default Accent Assignment 

v .... [+A] ! % (C) x % Condition: X does not contain 
an accented vowel 

where % represents a phrase boundary. 

3. Accentual Alternations 

Both nominal roots and suffixes show accentual alternations. However, 

these alternations do not appear in the masculine paradigms: 

(25) waarke 'the baby goat' (m.) (26) ferE~ske 'the horse' (m. ) 

waarkll 'the , (previous fereskll 'the ... , (previous ... 
reference) reference) 

wa~rkun 'this fereskun 'this . , 

waarkaas 'that fereskaas 'that , ... 
waarkey 'my ••• 

, fereskey 'my ... , 

SOf the 222 nominal forms surveyed for this study, 117 belong to the mas
culine class, 83 to the feminine class, and only 22 to this class of excep
tions. 
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(27) turjubaanke 

turJubaankl1 

turjubaankun 

tur JUbaankaas 

tur jubaankey 

'the translator' (m.) 

'the ••• ' (previous reference) 

'this 

'that 

'my ••• ' 

That is, the accent in masculine roots remains in the final-mora position 

throughout the paradigms. However, both the feminine forms and the eve words 

show a synchronic accentual alternation: 

eve forms 

(28) a. Ofbkll 'the problem' {m. ) 
(previous reference) 

Ofbkaas 

b. Olbke 

OlbkGn 

01 bkey 

Feminine 

(30) a. waart II 

waartaas 

b. waarte 

waartun 

waartey 

'that ... , 

'the ••• ' 

'this ... , 
'my ••• ' 

'baby goat' (f. ) 

(32) a. maGaayeddl1 

maGaayeddaas 

'restaurant' ( f • ) 

b. maGaayedde 

maGaayeddGn 

maGaayeddey 

(29) a. fart II 

fartaas 

b. farte 

fartGn 

fartey 

(31) a. (lIgd II 

( Ilgdaas 

b. Illgde 

Illgdun 

Illgdey 

'the finger' (f. ) 
(previous reference) 

'that . .. , 

'the , ... 
'this . .. , 
'my ••• ' 

'tooth' ( f • ) 

Thus ke/te, kun/tun and the possessive sUffixes 6 are assigned an ac

cent while kll/tll and kaas/taas are not. The default rule, i.e. rule 2, 

will account for the (a) forms in both the feminine paradigms and the evc+ 

6All possessive suffixes follow the same pattern as key/tey, although 
only the first person singular form is given here. 

5 
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suffix paradigms. As for the (b) forms, an additional rule is required, which 

must be ordered before the default rule. That is, the accent in feminine 

roots has shifted from the ultimate position in Proto-Somali to a post-root 

position, Le. 

[+AJ [+AJ 
X c (V) V c # y > X C (V) V c # y 

Thus it could be said (synchronically) that feminine roots are assigned a 

post-verbal "floating" accent, which is realised on the immediately following 

suffix if there is one, and otherwise is reduced. In this latter case, Rule 

2 would later apply to assign an initial accent. 

The rule assigning accent to feminine roots is actually the "elsewhere" 

case corresponding to Rule 1 [Kiparsky 1973J. That is, #CVC# roots were as

signed an underlying accent in Proto-Somali, which has since been shifted to 

the post-root position in the same way as feminine roots. The same holds for 

the masculine exception class (marked [-Rule IJ). Thus synchronically all 

roots not assigned a final accent by rule 1 are assigned a post-root accent, 

Le. 

Rule 3: Post-Root Accent 
[-Al 

V + [+Al / V C # (C) 

If there is a suffix following the root, this rule will assign an accent to 

its initial vowel. However it will not apply to masculine forms, due to the 

root-final accent assigned by Rule 1. Under this analysis, kll/tll and 

kaas/taas must be treated as full words, e.g. waar##taas, so that no ac

cent is assigned to them. Finally, if there is no vowel for the accent to 

associate with, the rule will not apply. These rules are illustrated by the 

following derivations: 

Masculine 

Rule 1 

Rules 2-3 

Surface Rep. 

/feres/ 

fer~s 

fer~s 

/feres#kun/ 

fer~skun 

fer~skun 
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Feminine 
lilt gl /111 g#dunl 11 r Ig##daasl 

Rule I 

Rule 3 II Ii Illgdun Illgaaas 

Rule 2 f 11g flIgdaas 

Surface Rep. r II 9 Illgdun r Ilgdaas 

As mentioned earlier, Rule 2 must.be ordered last, immediately preceding the 

surface representation, since its function is to prevent the possibility of 

an accentless surface form. 7 

A further complication of the accentual system of Central Somali results 

from the combination of both determiners and possessives in the same word. 

Consider the following masculine examples: 

7 

(33) wackkaask~y 'that (m.) baby goat (34} fereskaaskey 'that horse (m. ) 
of mine' of mine' 

waarkunkey 'this ••• ' fereskunkey 'this ••• ' 

waarkl J key 'the (prev. ref. ) feresk I J key 'the (prev. ref.) , 
waarkekey 'the fer~skekey 'the 

Examples (33) and (34) show the expected root-final masculine accent, but 

in addition the possessive suffix carries an accent in these forms. In fact, 

it is possible to reverse the order of these suffixes, e.g. fereskeykaas 

(/feres#key##kaas/) 'that horse of mine', and fereskeykan (/feresHkeyHkun/) 

'this horse of mine'. These examples can be accounted for by the claim that 

Rule 3 applies to nominal suffixes as well as roots. Diachronically this 

analysis receives support from the fact that the demonstratives and posses

sive pronouns were assigned final accent in Proto-Somali, which was shifted 

to the post-root position in this dialect. Apparently this rule (Rule 3) has 

come to apply to the definite articles in addition to the demonstratives by 

analogy. This analysis is illustrated by the following derivation: 8 

7The possessive suffixes are assigned an accent (by Rule 3) in the same 
way as kun/tun, etc. However, a low-level phonetic rule assigns a H tone 
to both vowels in these forms, e.g. ROOTHttls + ROOTHt((s . 

8There is additionally a surface rule lowering the pitch of the second 
accent in these forms. 
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(34 ) /feres#kunHkey/ 

Rule 1 fereskunkey 

Rule 3 fereskunkey 

Rule 2 

Surface Rep. fereskunkey 

However, the following feminine examples show that Rule 3 must apply from 

left to right: 

(35) waartuntey 'this (f.) baby (36) Illgduntey 'this tooth (f.) 
/waarHtunHtey/ . goat of mine' /lligHdunHtey/ of mine' 

as compared to: 

waartaastey 'that (f.) baby Illgdaastey 'that tooth (f.) 
/waarHHtaasHtey/ goat of mine' /lllgHHdaasHtey/ of mine' 

That is, it is not possible for accents to occur on two adjacent syllables in 

Central Somali, which would be the result if Rule 3 applied simultaneously. 

Furthermore, the rule must apply from the left to the right, since the inc or-

rect results are predicted by a right to left application, e.g. 

( 37) /1 I ig#dun#tey/ 

Rule 1 

Rule 3 III gHduntey 

Rule 3 Illgduntey 

Rule 2 

Surface Rep. * i II gduntey 

However, under a left to right analysis, the application of the rule will be 

blocked by any immediately preceding accent (see the original formulation of 

this rule), and therefore the correct results are predicted. Consider the 

following derivations: 

(38) II I ig#HdaasHteyl / I I I gHdunHtey/ 

Rule 1 

Rule 3 t I tgOdaas#tey IllgdunHtey 

Rule 3 III gdaastey III gduntey 

Rule 2 

Surface Rep. II I gdaastey Illgduntey 
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Finally it might be noted that both Rule 3 and Rule 2 assign an accent to 

a vowel immediately following a grammatical boundary. The major difference 

between the two rules is that Rule 2 "looks" to the right, and applies only 

if there is no following accent in the phrase; whereas Rule 3 looks to the 

left and applies only if there is no immediately preceding accent. However, 

Rule 3 will never apply if there is a following accent either. Therefore 

these two rules can be collapsed: 

Rule 2-3: Post-Boundary Accent 9 

[-AJ 
V -+ [+A] / % (X V C #) (C) _Q % 

Condition: X contains no % and Q contains no [+AJ 

The Q variable in this rule has the interpretation: "take the longest 

possible expansion". Thus, the rule itself has two possible expansions: (1) 

the fullest expansion (including the parenthesized portion of the rule) will . " '" 
" 

apply first, placing the accent after the left-most # which is not immediate-

ly preceded by an accented vowel; (2) otherwise the accent will be placed af

ter the left-most boundary, i.e. after the %, resulting in an accent on the 

first syllable of the phrase. The condition on both of these readings is 

that there are no following accents in the phrase. Two points should be not

ed. First, under this formalisation, there is no need to specify a direction 

of application, since the Q variable guarantees the same result that a left 

to right application does in this case. Secondly, the fact that Rule 2 and 

Rule 3 can be collapsed indicates that the similarities between them are not 

accidental. That is, apparently Rule 3, which assigns an accent to the vowel 

'Th,r, " ~:t:::JP:":(t;;~O:-;'~t::: of :h;' rul" 

However, the use of curly brackets here hides the real generalization. That 
is this device can be used to collapse anything (regardless of whether there 
is' any relationship between the collapsed items; see McCawley [1971:3-4]) and 
thus it would not capture the actual relationship between the environments 

[-AJ 
V C # and % • 

9 
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immediately following the left-most #, has been generalised to assign an ac

cent immediately following the absolute left-most bounda~y (%) in case no 

other accent has been assigned;' 

4. Conclusion 

A complete study of accent in Central Somali should include the verbal 

paradigms, as well as adjectival phrases, genitive constructions, etc. In 

fact, the rightward accentual shift has affected most of these other parts of 

the grammar in addition to the nominal paradigms. For instance, imperative 

forms in Northern Somali take penultimate accent, e.g. keen 'bring', arag 

'see', j06jl 'stop it', except for the conjugation class 3 (C3)lO [Hyman 

1981:174] which is assigned a final accent, e.g. bar6 'learn', joogs6 

'stand' . The corresponding forms in Central Somali all show a rightward shift 

of the accent. For example: Jeen 'bring' , 
, 

t see' , rooJ ( 'stop it', arag 

baro( 'learn' , roogso( 'stand' • 11 However, the verbal paradigms do not 

show the range of alternations that the nominal paradigms do. That is, the 

study of the nominal system in this dialect is especially interesting due to 

the opposition between masculine and feminine forms and the maintenance of 

this opposition despite the diachronic accentual shift. 
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RULE INVERSION IN CRADIC: A CLOSER LOOK* 

Donald G. Churma 
ColUJllbus, Ohio 

Schuh [1972] has argued that the phenomenon of "rule inver
sion" has occurred in the historical development of Hausa 
and Kanakuru, while Leben [1974] maintains that this is not 
the case. This paper examines this controversy in the light 
of both the data discussed by Schuh and Leben and other data 
from Newman [1974]. It is concluded that, at least in the 
case of Kanakuru, Leben's analysis is incorrect and that 
some of the Kanakuru facts will pose extreme difficulties 
for any theory of phonology which does not allow for the 
possibility of rule inversion. Some discussion of the pos
sibility of predicting when rule inversion will and will not 
occur is also given. 

1. Introduction 

Schuh [1972] has argued that in the historical development of the Chad

ic languages Kanakuru and Hausa, the phenomenon of "rule inversion" (cf. 

Vennemann [1972]) has occurred. In particular, Schuh claims that the syn

chronic grammars of these languages contain rules which convert underlying 

sonorants into stops, as opposed to the historical process(es) which con

verted stops into corresponding sonorants in certain phonological environ

ments. (Newman [1974J, in his synchronic account, refers to these as "hard_ 

ening" rules, a term adopted by Schuh.) Leben [1974] challenges these 

claims. He maintains (pp. 265-6) that "the positing of a synchronic stage 

with 'conceptually anomalous' inverse rules constitutes a middleman which 

it would be advantageous to eliminate in principle from the realm of possi

ble phonological systems" and presents alternative accounts of these phenom-

*This paper is a revised and expanded version of a paper presented at 
the Eleventh Conference on African Linguistics which was held at Boston Uni
versity. I would like to thank Grover Hudson and Will Leben for comments 
which they made on that version, and also Russell G. Schuh and David Stampe 
for other helpful comments and discussion. 
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ena which, he argues, have all of the virtues of Schuh's accounts without 

requiring the undesirable "middleman" of inverse rules. 

This paper is a further contribution to the issue of deciding whether 

rule inversion has in fact taken place in these languages. It is argued 

that, while Schuh's and Leben's accounts both appear to give reasonable ex

planations for the behavior of the forms under discussion, there are other 

forms, at least in the case of Kanakuru, which afford a basis for preferring 

Schuh's account to that of Leben. l 

The Kanakuru facts thus seem to indicate that rule inversion must be al

lowed in phonological theory if a more or less standard generative approach 

is adopted. What is more, it is not possible to account for these data 

within either the framework of "upside-down" phonology (Leben and Robinson 

[1977]) or some versions of what is called "Natural Generative Phonology" 

without allowing inverse rules. Thus the only way of accounting for such 

data for any theory appears to be the use of inverse rules. I will also 

give some attention to the issue of how to predict, if this is possible, 

when rule inversion will occur. 

2. The Kanakuru Controversy 

Relying on Newman [1970, 1974], Schuh first presents data (pp. 380-382) 

which indicate that in Kanakuru earlier stops "weakened to corresponding so

norants in phonologically specifiable environments," so that *t , *d , *t, 
became r, *k and *9 became ¥, and *p, *b ,*S became w These 

weakenings resulted in many cases in synchronic alternations in a synchron

ic grammar of Kanakuru. Schuh presents three arguments in support of his 

contention (p. 384) that "the rules producing the alternations .•• are 'hard

ening' rules and the sonorant variants are underlying." I will now sketch 

briefly these arguments, together with Leben's counters to them and further 

lFor the sake of brevity, I will not discuss here the Hausa case. Al
though the issues in this case do not appear to be as amenable to a clear 
resolution as in the case of Kanakuru, I would maintain that Leben's argu
ments against Schuh's analysis are not nearly as telling as he apparently 
believes they are (cf. Leben [1974, 1979]). For a brief consideration of 
this question, see Churma [1981a]. 
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discussion relevant to choosing between the accounts of Schuh and Leben. 

2.1. Simplification of alternation types. 

2.1.1. Schuh's arguments. Although at one point in the history of Kanakuru 

there were alternations between each of the original stops and the corre

sponding sonorants, as well as non-alternating stops and sonorants, this is 

no longer the case for contemporary Kanakuru. Now y alternates only with 

k, w with p, and r with t (or, in a few words, with d'); the other 

original stops are not found in these alternations. Moreover, etymological 

sonorants (which, of course, did not alternate at all for a time) now show 

precisely the same kinds of alternations that are found with the etymologi

cal stops. The reason for these changes, Schuh maintains, is that, since 

"for the majority of lexical items, sonorants had now replaced etymological 

stops in the most basic syntacto-semantic forms" (p. 384), they soon came to 

be taken as also phonologically basic. Now that the sonorants were taken as 

underlying, however, each lexical item had to be marked as to which stop (if 

any) it alternated with: some w 's alternated with p , some with b , 
some with S , and still others did not alternate at all. "Since such lexi-

cal marking is conceptually anomalous" (p. 385), the markings have been elim

inated, and now only one of the stops shows up in the alternations, even 

when there had originally been no alternation. In sum, the appearance of 

the sonorants in the more "basic" categories caused them to become underly

ing phonologically and thus necessitated an inversion of the rules in ques

tion, as evidenced by the subsequent changes in the language. That is, un

less the alternations were at some point due to an inverse rule (and the 

concomitant change in underlying representations), the changes observed 

would have been unlikely; but the changes did occur, and so it is likely 

that there has been a rule inversion. 

2.1.2. Leben's reply. Leben argues (p. 267) that "if we do not assume that 

sonorants became basic, it is still possible to explain the historical de

velopments." Recall that one phenomenon to be explained is the fact that 

sonorants now alternate only with voiceless stops. Leben proposes an alter

native explanation for this: "In the examples given by Schuh, the voice-
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less stops resulting from this regularization appeared in a typical devoic

ing environment, immediately preceding a voiceless stop •.. If, in addition, 

etymological d, b, etc., ceased to surface phonetically as voiced stops, 

then future generations would be presented with no synchronic evidence for 

setting up underlying voiced stops in these words." Thus, the (voiceless) 

stops could become underlying for this reason in the case of etymological 

stops. As for the historical sonorants which now alternate with stops, Le

ben notes (p. 268) that "the only instances he cites of the extension of the 

alternation to historical sonorants occur in word final position, and Schuh 

himself notes (p. 386) that 'word final is a position of neutralization 

where stops and sonorants cannot contrast either phonetically or underlying 

[sic].'" The sonorants have been eliminated by this neutralization rule in 

favor of voiceless stops, which "will naturally be subject to the same al

ternations as any other instance" of voiceless stops. That is, there is 

another possible explanation for the changes at issue, one which does not 

entail the existence of inverse rules. 

2.1.3. Discussion. There can be little question that Leben's account is on 

the face of it at least as plausible as that of Schuh. It is possible, of 

course, that there could be data from Kanakuru which would be counterexam

ples to Leben's analysis, e.g. there could be etymological sonorants which 

alternate with voiceless stops which are in other than word-final posi

tion. (Note in this regard that if there are in fact no data of this kind, 

Leben's account would appear to be supported, since the lack of stops occur

ring in other kinds of environments would appear a priori to be quite un

likely, unless perhaps some facts about the structure of Kanakuru preclude 

such data.) However, such data clearly do exist, even among the examples 

discussed by Leben, although he is correct that the examples cited by Schuh 

in his first argument contain no data of this type. Thus, we find guwi 

'to forge' and a gup-ro dlyli 'he forged a hoe for her' illustrating the 

w/p alternation (cf. Schuh, p. 385 and Leben, p. 268), where the p is 

clearly neither in a devoicing environment nor in word-final position. 

Therefore, since the alternating consonant comes from etymological *S (cf. 

Schuh, p. 385), Leben's analysis cannot be maintained. He thus has not 
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shown that there is an alternative explanation for Schuh's facts. 

2.2. Schwa-epenthesis. 

2.2.1. Schuh's arguments. Schuh first presents (p. 386) the data given in 

(1): 

(1) a. a wupa-ro 'he sold (it) to her' [cf. wupe 'to sell' ] 

b. a gup-ro dirll 'he f"orged a hoe f"or her' [ef". guwi 'to forge'] 

c. !il kuka-mal 'he is learning it' [cf. kuke 'to learn' ] 

d. !il dUI)-l)a I 'he is beating it' [cf. duyl 'to beat I] 

[cf. also a duk-ro 'he beat (it ) for her' ] 

He argues (pp. 386-7) that "if we were to take stops as underlying in all 

cases and derive the sonorants f"rom them, there would be no way to distin

guish the medial consonant in the verb root in [Ia] from that in [lb] and 

the medial consonant in the verb root in [Ic] from that in [ld] for the pur

poses of epenthetic a insertion ••.• Likewise, by not distinguishing k 

and y underlyingly, we would have no way to predict which words have ve

lars which assimilate to the following nasal, as in [Id]." 

Before proceeding further with this argument, it will be helpful to have 

a clearer understanding of the rules involved, since neither Schuh nor Leben 

gives an explicit account of the rules in question which is in accord with 

the data and rules given by Newman. First of all, the Schwa-epenthesis rule 

is actually somewhat different from either Schuh's or Leben's formulation: 

sequences of two consonants are subject to epenthesis if the first is voice

less or prenasalized; the second may be any consonant, not just a sonorant 

as stated by Schuh. The sequence dr is also subject to epenthesis as are 

all triconsonantal clusters (cf. Newman [1974:3]). The exact statement of 

the epenthesis rule is not crucial to the present concern. Secondly, the 

weakening (or strengthening) "rule" must apparently be stated synchronically 

as a set of at least four rule schemata (cf. Newman [1974:4-7], Frajzyngier 

[1976:207-8)). Since Newman's rules involve "archiphonemes", thus render

ing them inappropriate for present purposes, I give below Frajzyngier's 

"translation" of them into a weakening version: 
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(2) a. C + [+contJ / y ___ y2 

b. 3 

c. [ C ] + [+son] / _ 
+cor 

C 

{
[-cor] } 
[ +cor] 

+son 

[+sCon] 
d. 

[ 
C ] ->- [+son] / ___ 

-ant 
-cor 

That is, weakening occurs intervocalically for all consonants (but cf. note 

2), labials weaken after any consonant, velars after dentals and before so

norants, and dentals before and after labials and velars and before r. 

The corresponding strengthening version would be: 

(3) a. C + [-son] / # 

2The "[ +cont J" here is apparently a misprint, and should actually be 
"[+sonJ" , since Newman's rules refer to the latter feature (as do the rest 
of those of Frajzyngier). The environment will undoubtedly also have to be 
complicated, since weakening does not occur when the second vowel is schwa 
or between a short vowel and e. It could be not implausibly maintained 
that all schwas are epenthetic and that epenthesis follows weakening (thus 
explaining why weakening does not occur before schwa), but FraJzyngier's at
tempt to account for the lack of weakening in the second of the above envir
onments by positing underlying geminates in all and only such cases is ad 
hoc from a synchronic perspective (although geminates probably were present 
phonetically at an earlier period in at least some of these cases). An 
analysis which entails such massive "absolute neutralization" (Kiparsky 
[1973]) is almost certainly untenable. The actual form which (2a) would 
have to take, given these considerations, is: 

(i) C + [+sonJ / [<-l!ng>] _ ({:~~~~}) 
i.e. weakening occurs intervocalically except between a short vowel and e. 
It is worth pointing out also that FraJzyngier's abstract analysis does not 
even attempt to account for the failure of stops in synchronic stop-sonorant 
alternations to correspond to their etymological counterparts, which is of 
course one of the main arguments for rule inversion. 

3I have supplied the angled brackets here. Without them, labials would 
incorrectly never (rather than always--cf. Newman [1974J) be weakened after 
a consonant. 
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c. 

d. 
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[ 
C ] .. [-son] 

<-lab> 
(lcor 

[ C ] .. [-son] / - [ C ] 
+cor +cor 

-son 

[ 
C ].. [-son] / _ [ C ] 

-cor <-son> 
<-ant> 

That is, all consonants are strengthened word-finally, labials strengthen be

fore any consonant, velars after labials and velars and before obstruents, 

and dentals after dentals and before dentals other than r. 

Some simplification of these rules may be possible, but it is apparently 

an inescapable fact that the synchronic situation is not a simple one. It is 

worth pointing out in this respect that the environment for the synchronic 

rule in a weakening account is not the same as the historical environment and 

that for a strengthening account it is not "the complement of the former weak

ening environments" (Leben [1974:269]), nor for that matter, "that subset of 

[the complement of the historical environments] in which [the stops and so

norants] still alternate" (Vennemann [1972:211]). This may have important 

implications concerning the nature of rule inversion (but cf. the discussion 

in section 4). In any event, some additional changes must have taken place 

in the history of Kanakuru. 

Let us now return to Schuh's argument. He apparently intends that the 

underlying form of the verb stem for the above forms be the same as the sur

face form of the infinitive; after a rule which deletes final -I in verbs 

everywhere except pre-pausally has applied, the epenthesis rule applies, and 

then a rule which assimilates velars to a following nasal (see (ld) above) 

and the inverted version of weakening applies to produce the stops in the 

left column of (1). Sample derivations for (la,b) are given in (4): 

(4) 

1- deletion 

epenthesis 

/wupe-ro/ 

wupa- ro4 

/guwl-ro/ 

guw-ro 

4Leben [1974:269] suggests that "Epenthesis" also converts stem-final -e 
in verbs to a between a stop and a sonorant consonant, thus treating the 
change here as part. of the epenthesis rule. It is not clear that the phenome-
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(assimilation) 

strengthening gup-ro 

That is, unless there has been rule inversion, the only way of telling whether 

epenthesis takes place for a given form is assigning an ad hoc marking to 

each lexical item. 

2.2.2. Leben's reply. Leben argues (p. 270) that it is possible to account 

for the varying susceptibility of stop-sonorant clusters to epenthesis with

out an inverse rule. He makes use of the same rules as those mentioned in 

connection with Schuh's argument, except that a rule of weakening replaces 

Schuh's strengthening. 

stops followed by a 

Recall (cf. fn.2) that this process does not affect 

or preceded by a short vowel and followed bye. 

These rules result in derivations such as those in (5): 

1- deletion and epenthesis 

(assimilation) 

weakening 

/wupe-ro/ 

wupa-ro 

/gupi-ro/ 

gup-ro 

The isolation form of /gupi/ weakens to guwl , but that of wupe (as in 

all other forms with stops between a short vowel and e) does not. That is, 

Schuh's account of the reasons for the behavior of schwa-epenthesis is not 

the only plausible one 

2.2.3. Discussion. Again the issue of which of these accounts is closer to 

the truth can be decided by examining the empirical data provided by the pho

netic forms of Kanakuru. Though Schuh's and Leben's analyses generate the 

forms discussed by Schuh, they make different predictions about the behavior 

of other possible forms. Leben's analysis essentially claims that all verbs 

with stem-final -e or with a final consonant exhibit "epenthesis", while 

Schuh's predicts that verbs with etymological sonorants (which now alternate 

na in question can actually be treated as a single rule, however, since there 
are cases where -e alternates wi th ~ rather than with a (cf. fn. 6). A 
rule of "e-deletion", which mayor may not be formally distinct from that of 
I-deletion, will probably be neceQsary at this stage, in addition to that of 
epenthesis. 
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with stops because of the analogical changes mentioned by Schuh) will not. 

That is, it is possible that, in addition to verbs with stops inhibited from 

alternating by a preceding short vowel and following -e, there are verbs in 

final -e with etymological sonorants which alternate with stops. Leben's 

analysis predicts "epenthesis", since the e would be between a stop and a 

sonorant at the point in the derivation at which this rule is applicable, but 

Schuh's analysis predicts none since at the corresponding point in the deri

vation e would be between two sonorants (see below for an example). The 

two analyses also make different predictions concerning the behavior of verb 

stems in final -e but with a long vowel preceding the pre -e consonant: 

Leben's implies epenthesis, but Schuh's implies none since the sonorant 

would be underlying for Schuh, but not for Leben. 

Again there are synchronic data from Kanakuru which indicate that Schuh's 

account is to be preferred over that of Leben. For example, Newman [1974:9] 
gives the pair a dowe 'he tied it' (where the w is presumably an etymo

logical w, since it is in a phonological environment which prevented weak

ening) vs. a !op-taru 'he (went and) tied it'. Leben's account predicts 

that the p-t cluster should be broken up by epenthesis, but it is not. 

Schuh's account, on the other hand, predicts no epenthesis, .in accord with 

the Kanakuru facts. Moreover, Newman specifically states (p. 4) that "the 

invariant voiceless stops [i,e. those never in a weakening environment] ... 

are •.• subject to [epenthetic schwa insertion], while the still unspecified 

archiphonemes are not." (Archiphonemes are used by Newman to represent the 

alternating consonants.) That is, etymological sonorants (archiphonemes for 

Newman) which alternate with voiceless stops will not exhibit epenthesis even 

in words with final -e, contrary to Leben's analysis, but in accord with 

that of Schuh. 

Schuh also suggests (pp. 387-9) that what he terms (following Newman) 

"plural hardening" provides evidence for rule inversion in Kanakuru. I will 

not discuss this matter here, since Leben is apparently willing to concede 

(p. 270) the possibility that morphologized rules such as this one can be in

verted. 
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3. Other Possible Analyses 

I have shown that Leben's proposed analysis of Kanakuru is incorrect. 

This does not imply, of course, that there is no analysis of Kanakuru which 

does not involve inverse rules and is not contraindicated by the Kanakuru 

facts. In this section, I will examine the possibility of accounting for the 

Kanakuru facts within several other recently proposed theories of phonology, 

most extensively concerning the "'upside-down' phonology" of Leben and Robin

son [1977] and the version of "Natural Generative Phonology" advocated in 

Hudson [1974, 1975, 1980] and Hooper [1976]. I will argue that neither of 

these theories can provide an adequate account of these facts. I will focus 

here only on the facts concerning epenthesis in the case of upside-down pho

nology, since they appear to present the best case against this theory. 

3.1. Upside-down phonology. Leben and Robinson [1977] have proposed that 

phonological rules, contrary to the traditional view, serve only an "inter

pretive" function, relating phonologically words which are (putatively) mor

phologically related. Within this theory of "upside-down phonology", words 

are entered in the lexicon in essentially their surface form,S and rules of 

the traditional type are "undone" until the words in question are relatable 

by a morphological rule or rules, subject to the following conditions (cf. 

Leben and Robinson [1977:2]): 

a. If, in a conventional generative treatment, a form is derived by 
three rules A, E, C, applying in that order, they apply in our ac
count in the reverse order, C, E, A, except as provided below. 

b. A rule of the form X + [-F]/Y Z is undone by replacing [-F] with 
[+F] on segment X in the environment Y Z. Analogously, a rule of 
the form ¢ + X/Y __ Z is undone by deleting X from the context Y __ Z. 

c. A rule is blocked if undoing it would not increase the compatibili
ty of forms A and B with respect to Word-Formation Rule R. 

Let us now consider how the Kanakuru data might be treated within such a 

5Leben [1979] has proposed that the level of lexical representation in 
upside-down phonology should actually be somewhat more abstract, so that it 
corresponds to that of "natural phonology" (cf. Stampe [1973], Donegan and 
Stampe [1979]). The difference between this proposal and the earlier one 
does not appear to be relevant to the present discussion. 
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theory; given the rules proposed by Leben [1974]. let us attempt to relate 

the problematic forms of section 2.2.3 above in an upside-down fashion. Such 

an attempt is illustrated in (6): 

(6) Lexical Representations 

(a) weakening 

(b) (assimilation) 

(c) i- del. and epenthesis 

dowe dop-taru Morphology 

-taru affixation 

" 
" 

Note that weakening cannot be undone at stage (6a) since it is not applicable 

in the environment in question. i.e. between a short vowel and e. Thus. 

these two forms cannot be related using these rules within the theory of up

side-down phonology. 

There remains the question whether it would be possible to account for 

these data in an upside-down framework using rules other than those just con

sidered. Such an account is indeed possible using Schuh's rules. 6 as illus

trated in the derivations in (7): 

(7) Lexical Representation dowe dop-taru Morphology 

(a) strengthening dow-taru -taru affixation 

(b) (assimilation) " 
(c) i-del. and epenthesis dowe-taru " 

This account. however. makes use of an inverse rule. namely that of "strength

ening" (cf. (7a)). and of course Leben's main point is that it is possible to 

do without such rules. 

It might be suggested that a modification of the weakening rule could al

low for the desired relating of the forms in question. In fact. within the 

theory of upside-down phonology. it appears that it would indeed be possible 

to account for these data without recourse to inverse rules by making the 

"weakening" rule context-free. i.e. stops are weakened to the corresponding 

6A change in or addition to the rules used in stage (7c) will be neces-
sary, so that there would be "deletion" of non-final e Such an altera-
tion would be required in a Schuh-type account as well. however, so this 
problem is not unique to an upside-down theory. Given this. of course. it 
would also be possible to restore the e in (6c). but the forms still could 
not be related. 
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sonorants in any phonological context. Such a version of this rule seems ex

tremely counter-intuitive (though this is apparently formally irrelevant for 

the theory--cf. Churma [1981bJ). In fact, Leben J1979] has argued, if I un

derstand him correctly, that a context-free (upside-down) rule would be ob

jectionable in a case of this type. 7 

Even if an analysis of this nature were permitted by the theory, moreover, 

there are other issues which must be considered. In particular, why should a 

change from the original rule to the context-free version occur? A possible 

answer to this question is that this is just an instance of rule simplifica

tion by elimination of contextual restrictions. If the rule in fact has been 

simplified, however, then it would be unexpected that the etymological stops 

which were not caused to alternate with sonorants due to the weakening rule 

should still show no alternation. What would be expected, assuming that the 

reason for the change which resulted in the bringing in of the historical so

norants to the alternation was the simplification of the weakening rule,8 is 

the complete disappearance of stops in favor of sonorants. This, of course, 

is not what actually occurred. 

A perhaps somewhat more reasonable alteration of the weakening rule would 

restrict application to intervocalic environments. This would allow weaken

ing to be undone at stage (6a) above, and the two forms in question could 

eventually be related (cf. fn. 6). But this approach would encounter pre

cisely the same type of problem which the previous one did. In this case, it 

would be only those etymologically intervocalic stops which should change, 

but again the expected changes do not occur: formerly non~alternating stops 

are not brought into the alternation, but sonorants are. 

Any other alternations in the weakening rule, it seems to me, would re

sult in corresponding difficulties--the alternation is extended only in the 

7For further discussion of why such rules might be undesirable in upside
down phonology, see Churma [198lbJ. 

8This assumption is in accord with the upside-down approach to "abduc
tive change" (cf. Andersen [1973]) proposed in Robinson [ms.], and I can 
conceive of no reasonable alternative explanation for the extension of the 
alternation to etymological sonorants within the framework of upside-down 
phonology. 
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case of etymological sonorants, and never in that of historical stops which 

did not originally alternate. Thus, it appears, upside-down phonology cannot 

provide a reasonable account of the Kanakuru changes unless inverse rules are 

permitted, since the directionality of the analogical changes cannot be ex

plained. 

3.2. Natural Generative Phonology' The term "Natural Generative Phonology" 

appears to have been used to refer to three quite different theories of phO

nology. One of these is that advocated by Vennemann in his papers of the 

early 1970's, e.g. [1972, 1974a], one which is not radically different from 

"standard" generative phonology, except for rather severe restrictions on ab

stractness and such matters, and a corresponding preference for considering 

"restructuring" (cf. Vennemann [1974a]) to have occurred relatively early in 

historical change. Of particular importance here is the relatively frequent 

(and controversial) treatment of synchronic phonological systems as involving 

inverse rules; in this respect, the present paper can be considered as an ar

gument in favor of at least this aspect of this theory. 

The second version of "Natural Generative Phonology" to be considered 

here was also advocated by Vennemann (cf. Vennemann [1974b]). Here, what is 

proposed (p. 353) is "adopting the hypothesis that the lexicon contains words 

••• , but no items below the complexity of words, in particular, no roots, 

stems, or affixes." Rules in this theory (p. 349) "function entirely as re

dundancy rules for forms already registered in the lexicon, and as generative 

rules only when unknown words are adapted to the lexicon, or new words are 

created by the speaker " It is difficult to evaluate this theory with 

respect to the data at issue, since Vennemann gives no examples of rules 

within this theory, but assuming that the "basic forms of paradigms" can in 

fact be identified by the "strategies" referred to by Vennemann (p. 369), 

and assuming also that the basic forms in Kanakuru contain sonorants under 

this approach, then it is not clear, as Vennemann himself suggests (p. 349), 

that this position is empirically distinct from the previous one. Insofar as 

no such "strategies" can be found, however, it appears that this theory could 

not explain the directionality of the analogical changes, as was shown above 
to be the case with respect to upside-down phonology. 
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The final version of "Natural Generative Phonology" to be considered here 

has been proposed by Hudson [1974, 1975, 1980] and advocated also in Hooper 

[1976]. Here each lexical item which is involved in a non-allophonic alter

nation is marked in the lexicon in some way to indicate that this is the case. 

I will first give a simple illustration of the use of this framework in 

accounting for the alternation in the form of the English indefinite article, 

and then proceed to an examination of the Kanakuru case. The lexical repre

sentation for this morpheme, under this approach, would be {:n}. To account 

for the alternation, rule (8) would be employed: 

(8) 

In Kanakuru, we would presumably find such lexical representations as 

9U{~}i , do{~}e, etc. (these would actually be in feature notation but I 

will oversimplify here in this respect and others for purposes of exposition). 

"Rules of phonetic structure" (Hudson [1980:95ff]) would specify, the distri

bution of the segments enclosed in braces in the above lexical representa

tions. Presumably, these rules would be analogous to those in one of the 

sets given in section 2.2.1, but it is not clear to me which set would be em

ployed within this approach, since both sets of rules are "surface-true" and 

hence violate no principles of the theory (at least, if the 'weakening' rules 

are altered to include the schwa complication--cf. fn. 2). I will assume 

here that analogues to the "strengthening" rules would be adopted, but noth

ing of importance appears to hinge on this assumption; in the cases at hand, 

p would occur word-finally and before a consonant, and w elsewhere. 

Let us now consider the picture of the historical development of these 

forms suggested by this account. Recall that at one stage dowe did not 

show a stop-sonorant alternation, which would imply that its lexical repre

sentation did not have any segments in braces. But with the extension of the 

alternation to etymological sonorants, the lexical representation changes to 

~c{~}e. Thus, in this system, there is a formal increase in complexity in 

th~s and other similar lexical representations, despite the fact that the 

change pretty clearly represented a simplification in the grammar of Kanakuru. 

Since Hudson [1974] claims that the treatment of diachronic simplifications 
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as formal simplifications in the grammar is a virtue of his system, it can 

only be concluded that the failure to give such a treatment in cases like 

25 

this one constitutes a serious problem for the theory.9 It should be clear, 

then, that the historical developments which have taken place in Kanakuru can

not be given a reasonable account within a Hudsonian version of Natural Gen

erative Phonology--at least, not without incorporating (the equivalent of) in

verse rules. 

4. Conclusion 

I have argued in this paper that certain historical changes in the phono

logical system of Kanakuru can be explained only if "rule inversion" is a 

possible mechanism of change in grammars of natural languages. In particular, 

I have argued that it is not possible to give a reasonable account of these 

changes within the theory of "standard" generative phonology, that of "upside

down phonology", and those versions of Natural Generative Phonology which do 

not allow inverse rules. It seems quite likely to me, moreover, that no the

ory which does not allow for (the notational equivalent of) inverse rules can 

provide such an account. 

What I have not done so far is suggest an explanation for why rule inver

sion has occurred in Kanakuru, while it apparently has not in other superfi

cially similar cases. This is an important question, since without such an 

explanation, the account of these historical developments is in some sense 

circular: if we have no independent reasons for believing that rule inver

sion did in fact occur, then attributing these developments to rule inver

sion would appear to be ad hoc. From a synchronic point of view (which is 

not really that different from the diachronic point of view just mentioned), 

this is essentially a question of explanatory adequacy, in the sense of 

Chomsky [1965]; one would like to be able to predict, given a reasonable cor-

9Note that any extension of an alternation (not necessarily ones invol
ving rule inversion) would present such a problem, since the relevant lexi
cal representations would have to increase in complexity over time. This is 
a not at all uncommon occurrence, as Hudson himself is apparently aware, 
since he notes (Hudson [1980:121J) that alternations can be "introduced in 
new lexical items" (although he also states (p.llS) that "the fact is that 
alternations are eventually leveled"). 
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pus, the system which a child will unconsciously posit to account for this 

corpus. In this case, what kind of corpus will cause a child to come up with 

a system which entails a rule inversion, as opposed to the kind which will 

not? It is conceivable that it is impossible to answer this question, i.e. 

that Chomskyan explanatory adequacy is not in principle achievable (perhaps 

because different children encounter different corpora, etc.). But given the 

lack of any evidence that this is in fact the case, this question clearly de

serves some consideration. 

Unfortunately, there is very little evidence which bears on this issue. 

Very few putative rule inversions have been described in the literature (and 

at least one of these is questionable--cf. Klausenburger [1974, 1977, 1978], 

Churma [1977]), but some of the factors in question seem reasonably clear, 

and Vennemann [1972, 1974a] has given some attention to them. As Vennemann 

[1974a:139] points out, his principles cannot always predict rule inversion 

(since, for example, they may be in conflict), but it seems likely that such 

factors do play a role in effecting rule inversion. One factor which may 

have played a big role in the Kanakuru case is mentioned by Vennemann [1974a: 

139]: this is "the relative predictability of the alternants from each oth

er." Let us briefly look at the Kanakuru case in terms of this factor. 

Let us assume, first of all, that the historical change responsible for 

the synchronic alternations did not involve all of the complications discuss

ed in section 2.2.1 (cf. Newman [1970:43ff] for reason to believe that this 

is in fact the case). That is, the change weakened non-nasal stops intervo

calically, except possibly when the first vowel was short and the second was 

e (cf. fn. 2). Formally, this change would be analogous to rule (2a). How

ever, constraints on abstractness such as those proposed in Kiparsky [1973] 

would disallow (2a) and the associated abstract geminates as a synchronic 

analysis for Kanakuru learners as soon as surface geminates had disappeared; 

the only possible "weakening" analysis would involve the version given in fn. 

2. Why was this rule not adopted, i.e. why was there inversion? Note that 

the environment is fairly complex, and requires the use of both angled brack

ets and braces. 10 Consider now the form which would be taken by the required 

l°It would be possible to do without the braces by employing "class com-
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rule if the sonorants are underlying, given in (9): 

The environment in this case seems intuitively to be considerably simpler 

than in the former case; this is reflected in the formalism, as well, and fur

ther formal simplifications are possible if a "mirror image" convention (cf. 

Bach [1968]) is permitted. That is, it is easier to describe where stops are 

found than it is to describe the environment for sonorants. Of course, it is 

not so easy to say which stop (if any--some sonorants do not alternate) will 

be found: the only way to do so is by lexical markings. This suggests a re

finement of the principle in question to the effect that the environment for 

changes in synchronic rules has considerable importance as far as rule inver

sion is concerned. The semantic basicness of the forms in which the sonor

ants are found was also undoubtedly a factor in this case (cf. Vennemann 

[1972:237], Hooper [1979]; cf. also Schuh's remarks quoted in section 2.1.1), 

and it is not unlikely that relative frequency (cf. Vennemann [1972:236]) 

played a role in determining which particular stop ended up being represented 

in the alternations. II 

Clearly, such discussion does not fully answer the question at issue; we 

are undoubtedly a long way from an explanatorily adequate theory of (morpho) 

phonology. This is perhaps not too surprising, given the relatively recent 

recognition of the possibility of rule inversion and the small amount of at

tention given to this possibility. What is more, Hudson's [1975, 1980] dis-

plement" notation (cf. Zwicky [1970]), which in this case would yield some
thing like ~[-hi ] instead of the brace expression. It is not clear to me 

-back 
this is in any obvious sense an improvement, and in any case two notational 
conventions would still be required, at least one of which is questionable. 

IIIt is worth pointing out that many of the considerations which appear 
to be relevant as far as predicting rule inversion is concerned do not ap
pear to lend themselves to being characterized in terms of an evaluation 
measure of the type generally envisioned by generative phonologists. This 
should not seem particularly surprising, since the necessity of including 
markedness considerations in such a measure indicates that, if it in fact 
exists, it will not involve solely simple-minded feature counting. 
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cuss ion of the problems encountered by more or less standard generative the

ories which allow for the possibility of rule inversion seems to me to merit 

serious attention; if he is correct in his assessment of these problems, then 

we must be able to predict not only when rule inversion will occur, but also 

when a Hudsonian analysis should be adopted. But the Kanakuru facts can be 

seen to indicate that rule inversion is indeed possible, even in purely pho

nologically conditioned cases which require a stage with "conceptually anoma

lous" inverse rules. An explanatory adequate theory must come to grips with 

this possibility, and, eventually, predict when rule inversion will or will 

not occur. 
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In Tikar speech the only participant who must be overtly re
ferred to in one way or another is the speaker. The address
ee is frequently omitted. There is an obligatory use of a 
speech-introducing particle, except in the case where the 
speaker is simply identified by an anaphoric particle. As 
for the pronominal reference system, the set used in direct 
speech is the same as that used in non-speech narrative. In 
reported speech, there is a set of logophoric pronouns, sep
arate and distinct from the anaphoric pronouns. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine two of the various types of 

speech in Tikar1 narrative texts: direct and reported. We will look at the 

participants involved, the speech introducers used (both verbs and particles), 

and the system of pronominal reference. The conclusions presented in this 

paper are based on a study of fourteen narrative texts, recorded, transcribed 

and translated between 1975-1979. Examples are drawn from these texts, the 

specific text in each case is identified by number. The texts are enumerated 

by title at the end, in Appendix 1. A representative text, "The Hare and 

the Rooster", has been included, in Appendix 2. 

1. Participants 

There are normally two participants involved in a speech interchange. I 

ITikar is a Benue-Congo language spoken by some 15-20,000 people in the 
west-central region of Cameroon. The dialect from which the texts and exam
ples for this paper were taken is that spoken in Bankim, in the subdivision of 
Banyo. The data for this paper was gathered by the author during various 
stays in Bankim from 1975-1979. The first draft was prepared during a work
shop held under the auspices of SIL in Yaound~, Cameroon, March-May 1979, un
der the direction of Ursula Wiesemann. Tikar has 26 consonant phonemes: p, 
b, S, t, d, cr, k, g, kp, gb, p (<[), v, s, z, s (fl, z (,), x, 9 (y), m, n, 
ny (r), I), w, I, r, y; and 8 vowel phonemes: i, e, e, i'll, a, u, 0, o. There 
are four phonemic tones: high, low, rising, falling. 
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have chosen to refer to them as speaker and addressee (as opposed to Long

acre's [1976:350J terminology, sender/receiver). 

1.1. Identification of the speaker. The speaker is obligatorily mentioned, 

either overtly by a noun or pronoun, or covertly by an anaphoric particle, 

which mayor may not be part of an appositional phrase. The set of anaphoric 

particles which serve to identify the speaker are homophonous with the set of 

subject pronouns which occur in dependent clauses and with the set of object 

pronouns (cf. 5.1). The anaphoric particle refers back to a person or animal 

(or, in other contexts, an object which is personified) already mentioned. 

Its form depends upon the noun class to which the previously-mentioned item 

belongs. There is a different anaphoric particle for each noun class. These 

anaphoric particles are used very frequently in everyday conversation as well 

as in narrative texts. In the latter they appear to be a means of moving the 

story along at a more rapid pace by reducing the speech-introducing clause to 

a bare minimum and then simply reporting the speech. 

This obligatory identification of the speaker does not, however, necessi

tate the presence of a speech-introducing verb. Often there is no overt verb 

used to introduce either direct or reported speech. Examples: 

Text 7 

a S8 I 8 myon I 8 
he say to wife-his that 

'he said to his wife that ... ' 

t Y f S8 ku ' I 8 my Y I)we ny6n I 8 
hare say also to wife friend his that 

'the hare also said to his friend's wife that •.. ' 

Text 1 

nun nun kEn gwumn) 
ANA he go hide 

'that one (says) he is going to hide' 

Text 5 

tyf nun nun d"w$' IE son k8 I)wum 
hare fu~A he throw thus it LOC mouth 

'the hare (said) thus he is going to throw it into his mouth' 
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Text 2 

Son 000 nyam mbo' nf tw~ Son tye 
they oh animal one FOC throw them today 

'they (said), "Oh, an animal died today'" 

33 

1.2. Identification of the addressee. The addressee may be overtly identi

fied by a noun or pronoun, or he may be omitted completely. To a certain ex

tent this depends upon the verb which is used in introducing the speech, i.e. 

the speech-introducing verbs. In Tikar, among the speech-introducing verbs, 

in addition to the usual speech-oriented verbs sE 'say', tyfb( 'ask', and 

~yonzf 'reply', there are also certain thought-process verbs such as I)mm) 
'know', ~oka' 'think', and y(1 ( 'agree', as well as emotion-oriented ones 

such as kUn 'cry out' which belong to the paradigm. The verb stb 'sing' 

also may be classed among the speech-introducing verbs. 

After speech-oriented verbs there is an optional reference to the ad

dressee. With the other speech-introducing verbs, normally the addressee is 

not mentioned. Examples: 

OPTIONAL REFERENCE TO ADDRESSEE 

Text 1 

ty( SE IE 
, 

It nyT nt ty( Qk~n myon 
hare say to wife-his that AJ~A FOC make wine 

'the hare told his wife to make wine' 

Text 7 
, 

se 
, 

It mun kenna me nyon wu nun 
you say him that I go PL walk 

'you tell him that I have gone for a walk' 

Text 13 

tyf ' , 5£ It 
, 

tyf nl)mm) nun Ian ty( ··~wa nyon nun 
the one walk say that he the one know he pass the one book 

'the walker said that he, the one who has knowledge, is smarter than the one 
who has been to school' 

Text 4 
a se Ie nyT n( Mit Ie Sa Son j( 
he say that ANA FOC take thus so that they eat 

'he said that she should take it thus so that they could eat' 
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Text 8 

mw5' ml (b n( ka dbb( I nun rnffil)m nf tci be ke ~en nun 
child woman FOC ASP ask I ANA marabout FOC ASP is LOC where in 

'that girl asked, she (said), "Where is that marabout?" , 

NO ADDRESSEE 

Text 2 

tyf Ilmm) Ie nyl nf ywl kan 
hare know that ANA FOe die NEG 

'the hare knew that he wasn't dead' 

a HI kun Ie 60n 6r kw~nl yw( hwum 
she ASP cry out that they FOe cry death Hwum 

'she cried out that they should mourn the death of Hwum' 

Text 10 

a ~~ka' I e nun kenme t I Sl dwT 
he think that LOG go again checkers throw 

'he thought he was going to play checkers again' 

In the instances where the speaker is referred to simply by an anaphoric par

ticle (cf. 1), the addressee is never overtly identified. This may be due 

to the fact that the verb is also deleted in constructions of this kind (cf. 

2). Examples: 

Text 14 

~vflf nun nyT m~k( 
medicine ANA ANA be quiet 

'the medicine, that one, (told) her to be quiet' 

nun Bon yw(me se ty) tye 
ANA they FUT work do today 

'that one (said) they are going to work today' 

Text 9 

dwulu nun nun ywoa 
baboon ANA LOG understand 

'the baboon, that one (said) he understood' 
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2. Speech-introducing Clause2 

The fully expanded speech-introducing clause has the following formula: 

+ speaker + verb + I e 'to' + addressee + I e 'that' (+ speech) 

Various components of this formula may be absent, the most reduced possibil

ity being: 

+ speaker + speech 

Examples: 

+ speaker ± verb ± Ie ± addressee± Ie + speech 

Text 1 

1. ty( 
hare 

Text 1 

2. ~~wr' 
dog 

Text 12 

3. Sw(' 
we 

Text 1 

4. -pOro n6n 
hyena ANA 

~e 
say 

~e 
say 

say 

'to' 

myon 
wife-his 

nun 
him 

'that' 

I~ nyT n( tyf ~kan 
that ANA FOC make wine 

Ie nun yfla 
that LOG agree 

IE 
that 

~yu Iw6 
lau'!:h good 

f'lyu ~e 

1£ mwe 
with the 

nye 
laugh after back 

i nun YWlme ben 
rLOG FUT come 

1. 'the hare told his wife to make wine' 

2. 'the dog told him he agreed' 

3. 'we say that he who laughs last laughs best' 

4. 'the hyena, that one, (said) he would come' 

t~ 
one ASP 

35 

There are, however, certain restrictions. When the speaker is identified 

only by an anaphoric particle (cf. 1.1), the verb is omitted, as is the 

2Koontz [1977:115] refers to speech-introducing clauses as the quote 
margin. 
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speech introducer Ie 'that' (cf. 3). Since IE 'to' is linked to the ad

dressee, if the addressee is absent, it follows that IE 'to' will be delet

ed. However, as example 2 shows, the presence of an addressee does not force 

the narrator to use a IE. 

3. Speech-introducing Particle Ie 'that' 

The speech-introducing particle Ie 'that' is obligatory, except when 

the speaker is identified by an anaphoric particle (cf. 1.1). It occurs fol

lowing all types of verbs which may occur in the speech-introducing clause 

(cf. 2). Examples: 

Text 11 

a 5£ IE n~wf' Ie wu nf mbon nye nlwen 
he say to dog that you are watch house good 

'he said to the dog, "You are a good watchdog'" 

Text 4 
a Ilmma 
he know 

Ie mvon y~ Sln Se IE pen 
that mother-in-law FUT come after with corn foufou 

'he knew that his mother-in-law was going to come afterwards with corn foufou' 

a tyfbf IE f)we nyon Ie U sf 1i3nnzf Ie tyT gwen 
he ask to friend his that ANA FOe pass how place hunt 

'he asked his friend how the hunt went' 

Text 2 

a H; k6n Ie bon kwenl ywf hwum 
she ASP cry that they cry death Hwum 

'she cried out that they should mourn the death of Hwum' 

kp616 d6nmf sfb ... Ie ... nyT nf yw6' 
turtle begin sing that ANA FOe understand 

'the turtle begins to sing that he understands .•• ' 

Sa wu yflf Ie a yfnndl 
, 

mun 
NEG you agree that he touch me 

'don't agree that he touch me' 

a pyonnzl nun Ie 
she reply him that 

'she replied to him that 
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4. Responses 

There are very few verbal responses to requests or commands in Tikar 

narrative texts. The same is true, however, in everyday speech, where, often, 

the only response to a request or command is a murmured En , signifying af

firmation, or ayi or ban, indicating a negative response. Both in text 

material and in everyday speech, in the instances where a complete clause is 

uttered, it most often involves the verb yfl( 'accept, agree'. Examples: 

~ 
~!w(, ~e ndn It ndn y(la 
dog say him that LOG accept 

'the dog told him he accepted' (after the hare has invited the dog to come to 
drink wine with-him) 

~wtb ndn ndn ywimt ben 
panther ANA LOG FUT come 

'the panther (said) he would come' (after the hare has invited the panther to 
come drink wine with him) 

Text 9 

(Here there is both a reported non-verbal response as well as a verbal one.) 

~!wf' yfl f / 11 ka ~e n6n It mdn y(la 
dog agree he ASP say him that I agree 

'the dog agreed; he told him, "I accept'" (after the baboon has asked the 
dog to go with him to visit his fiance) 

Although verbal responses are relatively rare, reported non-verbal ones 

occur frequently. Again, it is often the verb yflt 'agree, accept' which 

is used, but it is also possible to find yw6' 'understand'. A report of 

the subsequent action of the addressee often follows. Examples: 

Text 5 

gbd ~e Ie tyr It b$n nyl 
, 

wu 
snail say to hare that catch hen you 

'The snail said to the hare, "Catch 
agreed. He prepared the hen.' 

gb6 n6n nyY nt bwt' ti 
snail ANA ANA FOC taste again 

yw6' / 
understand / 

a m6k( ndn 
he be quiet REF 

Sa 
after 

~ / ty( yf II / a d$m nyi 
prepare / hare accept / he prepare hen 

a hen and prepare (it)." The hare 

Ie n6n nr y~ pyf wrn 
, 

/ ty( nun 
and LOG FOC FUT fall fire in / hare 
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'The snail said that if he (= addressee) tasted the food again, he (= snail) 
would fall into the fire. The hare understood. He kept guiet.' 

Often, however, when a request is made or a command is given, the addres

see simply carries it out. Longacre [1976:178] points out that "reported re

partee can involve reporting of non-verbal resolution. As we all know, in 

real life situations very often the response to a proposal is non-verbal, 

i.e. someone is told to do something and he gets up and does it and this is 

the answer rather than verbal activity on the part of the second person." 

This is frequently the case in Tikar narrative texts. Examples: 

tyf ~E: IE: my6n 1£ nyT nr tyr ?jkan / my6n swl ?jkan k£ 
hare say to wife-his that ANA FOe make wine / wife-his pour wine Loe 

mia' n6n 
water in 

'The hare told his wife to make corn wine 
the water.' 

His wife poured the wine into 

Text 2 

~yam mb~' ka ~E IE: my6n 1£ nyT nf kEn mE mwu 
animal one ASP say to wife-his that ANA FOe go PL head 

nf t~ kun IE hwum n( ywS ty~ / kwan SE my6n 

mb;' Ie nyT 
forest and ANA 

Foe ASP cry that Hwum FOe die today ••• / time that wife-his 
k~n kE mE 
go Loe PL 

mwu mbo' a cfunm( kun IE hwum n( Sw,fls cf'y~ 
head forest she begin cry that Hwum FOe be lost today 

'An animal told his wife to go to the top of the forest and to cry out that 
Hwum died today •.. When his wife went to the top of the forest, she began to 
cry out that Hwum died today.' 

In the case of questions, the answer is normally reported verbally, eith

er with or without the formal speech-introducing verb ~yonnzf 'reply'. 

Examples: 

Text 7 

~ ka tyrb( nun ... myf tyf ka ~yonnzr nun 1£ 
he ASP ask her ••• wife hare ASP reply him that 

'He asked her •.• The hare's wife replied that •.. ' 
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Text 4 
a ka tyfbf IE: 'lwe ~y6n Ie sf sr lannz( Ie tyl gwem I Swe' 
he ASP ask to friend his that ANA Foe pass how place hunt I nighthawk 

ka s~ I E nun I e nun n f yen ~z~nna' 
ASP say to him that LOG FOe see antelope 

'He asked his friend how it went with the hunt ••• The nighthawk told him 
that he saw an antelope ••• ' 

In summary then, questions require a verbal reported response, while 

requests and commands most often have simply a reported non-verbal one. 

5. Pronominal Reference 

39 

5.1. Pronominal reference in non-speech narrative. As a background to the 

study of pronominal reference in direct and reported speech, we will first 

look at the forms found in non-speech narrative. 3 The following chart shows 

the forms used for pronominal reference in ordinary, non-speech narrative. 

The vertical columns indicate the forms used in subject and object functions; 

and the horizontal rows, the first, second, and third person forms. Within 

each cell, the singular and plural forms are indicated. As to the third per

son forms, in subject function, normally a, be occur in independent 

clauses and nun, Son in dependent ones. The third person forms, in both 

subject and object functions, are used as representative forms, since there 

are variants depending upon the noun class of the noun they replace. For the 

complete set of forms, refer to the chart at the end of 5.2. 

Subject Object 

sg. mun 
1 pI. bwt' 

sg. wu 
2 pI. bytn 

a / , , 
sg. nun nun 

3 pI. be / Son Son 

3A preliminary listing of the pronouns in Tikar (though incomplete) was 
done by Hagege [1969:40]. 
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5.2. Pronominal reference in direct and reported speech. The system of pro

nominal reference in speech is more complicated than that used in non-speech 

narrative. The first and second person pronouns remain the same, but in the 

case of the third person forms, there is an additional distinction made be

tween logophoric 4 and anaphoric pronouns, logophoric being that which the 

speaker uses in referring to himself in reported speech, while anaphoric is 

that which refers either to the addressee or to a third person. Examples: 

LOGOPHORIC 

p~1 ~e Ie jan Ie nun kenna Iwomwo 
Paul say to John that he go market 

'Paul told John that he (= Paul) went to the market' 

ANAPHORIC 

Reported speech: 

p~1 ~e Ie jan Ie ny! nf ken Iwomwu 
Paul say to John that he FOC go market 

'Paul told John that he (= John) should go to the market' 

p~1 ~e Ie jan Ie nyY nf kenna Iwomwo 
Paul say to John that he FOC go market 

'Paul told John that he (= neither Paul nor John) went to the market' 

Direct speech: 

p~1 ~e Ie jan 
Paul say to John 

Ie a kenna Iwumwu 
that he go market 

'Paul said to John, "He (neither Paul nor John) went to the market'" 

The following chart shows the third person logophoric and anaphoric pro

nouns which occur in direct and reported speech. All of these forms are giv

en as representative forms, since there are variants according to the noun 

class of the noun they refer to, as is illustrated by the following examples 

(for a complete list of the various forms, refer to the chart at the end of 

this section): 

4The term 1ogophoric was proposed by Hagege [1974:284] to designate a 
particular category of pronouns which refer to the speaker or to the one 
whose thoughts are recorded. 
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a ~T IE my6n Ie nyT nf ken 
he say to wife-his that she FOC go 

'he told his wife to go' 

, 
~T IE zeEn ~vf If Ie Sf s( ken a 

he say to package medicine that it FOC go 

'he told the package of medicine to go' 

, 
~T 1£ nsw~b Ie y( y( k~n a 

he say to spirit that it FOC go 

'he told the spirit to go' 

Logophoric Anaphoric 

Direct Sg. - a 
speech PI. - Se 

Reported Sg. 
, 

nyT nun 
speech PI. S6n Sy( 

As in the case of the pronouns used in non-speech narrative, here again 

there is a dichotomy of forms used in independent vs. dependent clauses, 

since in direct speech 
, 
a functions as the subject of an independent clause, 

while in reported speech nun/nyT function as the subject of a dependent 

one. 

A further phenomenon in reported speech involving an anaphoric pronominal 

reference is the fact that, not only is there a special form for the subject 

of the dependent clause, but also for any object pronouns and possessive ad

jectives within the clause. Examples: 

NON-SPEECH NARRATIVE 

a ~~I& da' ~6n a kEn IE s6n ~dem 
she take cutlass her she go with it field 

'she took her cutlass and went to the field with it' 

REPORTED SPEECH 

a ~T IE my6n Ie nyT n( kEn da' .!!Yl ~( nyT n( kEn IE ~(~dem 
he say to wife-his that she FOC go cutlass her take she FOC go with it field 

'he told his wife to go take her cutlass and go to the field with it' 

In non-speech narrative, the choice of possessive adjective depends upon 
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the noun class of the noun it modifies, as in the first example above: da' 
son 'her cutlass'. The noun da' 'cutlass' is a 5e class noun and the 

concording possessive adjective is son. In reported speech, however, the 

form of the possessive adjective depends upon the noun class of the possessor, 

as in the second example above: de' nyT 'her cutlass'. Here, myon 'his 

wife' is a ne class noun, and the concording anaphoric pronoun, which func

tions in reported speech as possessive adjective as well as subject and ob-

ject, is nyl The following chart shows the complete set of anaphoric pro-

nouns used in non-speech narrative and in reported speech. The forms used in 

direct speech are the same as those used in non-speech narrative. The hori

zontal columns distinguish the various functions of the anaphoric forms. The 

vertical columns labelled ne, 5e, yE, etc. indicate the various noun 

classes in Tikar. 

Non-speech narrative Reported speech 

nE 5E yf- be nE 5f- ye be 

Subject nun son 
, 

Son nyT sf yr byr 
pronouns yon 

Object , , 
yon Son nYI Sf yf byr nun son pronouns 

Possessive ~yon son yon byon nyT sf yf byr 
pronouns 

APPENDIX 1: Texts examined 

I. The hare and his wife 8. Story of a marabout 

2. The panther and the animals 9. The dog and the baboon 

3. The hare and the bitter calabashes 10. The worker and the lazy man 

4. The hare and the nighthawk II. The story of the dog, a former 

5. The hare and the snail 
wild animal 

6. Why the bat doesn't look at the 12. Two children 

sun 13. Two brothers 

7. The hare and the rooster 14. Package of remedies 
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APPENDIX 2: The Hare and the Rooster 

The text is charted according to clauses, each numbered line indicating a 

separate clause. Sentences are indicated by numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.); clauses 

within sentences by letters (2a, 4a, 4b, etc.). Underneath each Tikar word 

there is an English translation. Hyphens indicate where two English words; 

one Tikar word. At the end of the charted text, there is a free translation, 

with numbering corresponding to the charted text. The text is charted in 

four columns: 

1. Conjunction subordinate and coordinate conjunctions which are used to 
introduce a clause or to link two clauses within a sentence. 

2. Sub,ject = all forms which function in the subject slot of a clause. 

3. Verb = 

4. 

all verb forms. It should be noted that before a verb form 
(see line 3) indicates that it is part of a verb complex, and that 
the two parts of the complex are separated b7 something in the 
other column, e.g. sentence 3: a be s~k~' dyfm nyl Ion I~ d'yfmm( 
Qwe ~yon. Here, the two verbal~arts Se suku' and Ion are 
separated by the direct object dyfm ny1 , hence the ••• before 
Ion in the chart. 

all constituents which can occur between the two parts of a verb 
complex, as well as all expansions which follow the verb. 

The following abbreviations are used in the English translations: 

PL plural IMP impersonal subject FOC focus 

NEG negative ASP aspect FUT future 

LOC locative ANA anaphoric LOG logophoric 

Conj. SUbJect Verb Other 

1. tyf Son IE J'yfm ny) Sa mE I)we 
hare them with male hen were PL friend 

2. tyf Sa ken I )mm) 
hare was NEG know 

2a. I~ 
, , 

nd~' nf I ~Ill 
, 

,,~ Qgyo' wan nyam nun 
that animal another FOC pass him here earth world 

IE ken 
with wisdom 

3. 
, Sa s~k6' ... lon d'y fm ny) IE dyfmm( a 
he was only call male hen with fool 

, 
nycn I)we 

friend his 
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4. 

4a. 

4b. I ~ 
that 

5. 

6. 

6a. 

7. 

7a. Ie 
and 

8. 

10. I~ 

lOa. 

lOb. 

11. 

11a. 

that 

kwan s~ 
time that 

( if) 
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Subject 

a 
IMP 

d'yfm ny) 
male hen 

nyT nf 
ANA FOe 

ty( 
hare 

Qgyln 
days 

tyf 
hare 

a 
he 

Ie yf 
3 Foe 

d"yfm nyi 
male hen 
\ a 
he 
\ a 
he 

I)we nyem tyf 
friend my hare 

wu 
you 

wu 
you 

n~n 
he 

\ wu 
you 

come 

say 

kyi n ••• hwcEs ( 
come greet 

y( If 
accept 

wol ( 
suffice 

wa' ken 
get up leave 

k~n ben 
go come 

~osea 
prepare 

d"6nnz f 
leave 

SE: 
say 

yw'm~ SE:n 
FUT come 

g~n 
welcome 

~~ 
give 

t yfb f 
ask 

Other 

nyw;) nd;5· 
day another 

Ie tyf 
with hare 

n~n 
him 

k~ 'nson y6n k~ nya 
LOe village his LOC back 

Qgy)n Ie 
days 3 

k£ nson 
LOC village 

d"y(m ny T 
male hen 

mbyt Iw~n 
before well 

I)we ny6n 
friend his 

my6n k~ ~ya' 
wife-his LOC hand 

IE: myon 
to wife-his 

Sa 
after 

nun Iw~n 
him well 

n~n ~( Ie yw~m nw( 
him food with things drink 

m~n 
me 

n~n 
him 



Conj. 

lIb. Ie 
that 

12. 

13. 

Subject 

mun 
I 

mun 
I 
, 

mun 
I 

14. kwan se nun 
time that he 

14a. 

15. 

15a. s6n 
but 

15b. Ie 
that 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 
(when) 

19a. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

mun 
I 
, 

wu 
you 

Sa wu 
NEG you 

a 
he 

d'yfm nyl 
male hen 
, 
a 
he 

a 
he 

tyf 
hare 

my( dyfm nyl 
wife male hen 

a 
she 

ty( 
hare 

a 
he 

a 
he 
, 
a 
he 

a 
he 

Tikar Narrative 

Verb 

kenna 
go 

ywlme ton 
FUT stay 

dunnz ( 
make go in 

ywlme 6~n 
FUT come 

Sa ..• punnz r 
NEG move 

ywlme ... llsea 
FUT show 

yf If 
accept 

y(nndl 
touch 

ken 
go 

dunnz f 
make go in 

m6kf 
keep quiet 

S~n 
come 

ya 
greet 

pe 
give 

U 
eat 

byrm 

Other 

me nyon. I oobb ( ~d6 I ke 
PL walk long another LOC 

~dem~dem nun 
dream in 

ke mban n~f 
LOC corn loft under 

mwu ke kweb n~( 
head LOC wing under 

nyw( 
body 

, , 
nun mun 
him me 

mun 
me 

mban nU 
corn loft under 

mwu k€ kweb n~f 
head LOe wing under 

nun 
him 

nun Iwen 
him well 

ty( H Iwen 
hare food good 

Iwen 
well 

satisfy oneself 

konndl nwf 
add drink 

Syfm Iwen 
satisfy oneself well 

ka tyfbf nun 
ASP ask her 
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26. 

27. 

27a. w~ s~ 
as 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

32a. I~ kwan 
that time 
s~ 
that 

32b. 

32c. IE 
that 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 
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Subject 

owe nyon 
friend his 
d'yfm nyl nf 
male hen FOC 

myf ny f 
wife hen 

ywon 
husband-her 

a 
she 

tyf 
hare 

a 
he 

yf 
fear 

tyf 
hare 

owe nyem 
friend my 
, 

wu 
you 

a 
he 

k€nn~ 
go 

58 
say 

sT 
say 

ken ... II sea 
go show 

y~n 
see 

yen kan 
see NEG 

kWEn 
hurt 

SE: ku' 
say also 

ywlmE ~yonnT 
FUT return 

58 
say 

kytn ku' ... 
come also 
y~nnf 
see 

myT ~we nyon yflf 
wife friend his accept 

tyf wa' ken 
hare 
, 
a 
he 

dyfm nYI 
male hen 

get up go 

dun 
enter 

kwo' 
crow 

Other 

, 
nun 

where in 
, 

nun 
him 

nun 
her 

tyf dyfm nYI 
place male hen 

kE ~ban n~f 
LOC corn loft under 

owe nyon 
friend his 

, 
mwu 
head 

tyf 
hare 

Ie my! owe nyon 
to wife friend his 

nun 
him 

mun 
me 
kE nson y~m k~ 
LOC village my LOC 

Qgyrn I~ nun 
days 3 in 

mbo' nun Irn 
forest in for no reason 

Sa nson yon 
after village his 



Conj. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

39a. wge 
as 

40. 

41. 

42. 

42a. 

42b. Ie 
that 

43. 

43a. Ie 
that 
kwan se 
time that 

43b. 

43c. 

43d. 
(when) 

43e. 

43f. 

44. 
(if) 

Tikar Narrative 

Subject 

tyr nun nun 
hare ANA LOG 

ty( 
hare 

a 
he 

dyrm nYI 
male hen 
, 
a 
he 

my6n 
wife-his 

~gYln Ie 
days 3 

tyf 
hare 

I)W9 ny6n 
friend his 

cf'yfm nyi nf 
male hen FOC 

a 
he 

I)we nyem 
friend my 
, 

wu 
you 
, 

wu 
you 

, 
nun 
he 

wu 
you 
, 

mun 
I 

, 
nun 
he 

Verb 

pyonn) 
NEG again return 

BEn 
arrive 

dunm( ku' ~osa' 
begin also prepare 

tya 
do 

hwln 
buy 

dam 
prepare 

w61 ( 
suffice 

Ilmma 
know 

Other 

Se ke nson tyrm nyl 
behind LOC village male hen 

nson y6n 
village his 

H 
food 

ywlme ... kyln yennf nun dye 
FUT come see him today 

~e Ie my6n 
say to wife-his 

ywlme bEn 
FUT arrive 
, 

gam 
welcome 

pe 
give 

Hme 
eat 

~e tl ku' 
give again also 

hwfnna 
buy 

ty fb ( 
ask 

nun IWEn 
him well 

nun H' 
him food 

nun tal s€ 
him wine that 

mun 
me 
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Conj. SUbject Verb Other 

44a. 
, 

se nun wu 
you say hi.m 

44b. Ie mun kenna me nyon l.ebb( nd~' . ke 
that I go PL walk long another LOC 

ndEmnd~m nun 
dream. in 

45. 
, 

yw)me ton ke 
, 

mban nH mun i'E 
I FUT stay LOe here corn loft under 

46. 
, 

y~ ... kyTn yennf 
, 

nun mun 
(when) he FUT come see me 

46a. 
, Sa .. 'i'unnzf 

, 
mun nywi 
I NEG move body 

46b. son Sa 
, 

yf I r wu 
but NEG you accept 

46c. Ie a y fnnd f 
, 

mun 
that he touch me 

47. my6n y f If 
wife-his accept 

48. tyf dan nOOm 
hare enter house 

49. a sal f da' Mn Ie mgbon Qg~' 
he take cutlass his and piece wood 

50. 
, , 
a non 
he lay down 

5l. a ke mwu ke mgb6n Qg~' zwem 
he put head LOe piece wood on 

52. tyf nUn 
hare ANA 

52a. my6n n f gbeb 
, 

Qgun nun 
wife-his FOe cut him neck 

52b. nyT nf ken ... gwumn f 
, 

mwu 
ANA Foe go hide head 

53. kwan s~ I)we ny6n nf ye •.. kyTn y~nnf 
, 

nun 
time that friend his FOC FUT come see him 

53a. mwu y( San 
head is NEG 

53b. nyT nf y~ •.. yf nun 
ANA Foe FUT fear him 



54. 

ConJ • SUb.j eet 

ty! 
hare 

Tikar Narrative 

Verb 

. I'lmme k't:ln 
know NEG 

54a. Ie I)we ny6n !yfm ny) k~ 
that friend his male hen put 

55. a p~ka' 
he think 

55a. Ie nyY nf 
that ANA FOe 

56. tyf 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

hare 

my6n 
wife-his 

a 
she 
, 
a 
she 

tyf 
hare 

mv'b y6n 
blood his 

my6n 
wife-his 

a 
IMP 

d'yfm ny) 
male hen 

myY tyf 
wife hare 
, 
a 
she 

dyfm ny) 
male hen 
, 
a 
he 

gbebe 
cut 

ken ton 
go stay 

MI) 
take 

gbeb 
cut 

ken ••• gwumnf 
go hide 

dunmf pilt) 
begin move 

~el ) 
gush 

ky)n ••. ton 
come stay 

Ian 
pass 

kwain 
leave 

cfanm f ••• g~nn f 
begin welcome 

pe 
give 

~a 
eat 

nw f 
drink 

Other 

mwu ke kwebn~( 
head LOe wing under 

Ian y6n 
part his 

mwu nun 
head himself 

ke mban nH ke 
LOe corn loft under LOe 

tyT I)we ~y6n ya nun 
place friend his FUT him 

kyTn yennf 
come see 

dar 
cutlass 

nun 6gun 
him neck 

, 
mwu 
head 

Se 
behind corn loft under 

ke n I fm mban 
LOe heart corn loft 

, 
ncem n~n Sa 

1 behind house 

kpem kw" 
time little 

nun Iwen 
him well 

nun ~f I~ yw6m nwf 
him food with things drink 

Iwen 
well 
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eonj. Subject 

69. a 
he 

70. a 
he 

70a. I)we ~y6n 
friend his 

71. my) ty( 
wife hare 

7la. I~ nyi nf 
that ANA FOe 

72. dyfm ny) 
male hen 

72a. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

75a. Ie 
and 

76. 

76a. 

76b. 

Ha. Ie 
and 

78. 

79. 

nun nYI nf 
ANA ANA FOe 
, 
a 
he 

a 
he 
, 
a 
he 

a 
he 

nun S~ Sf 
ANA they FOe 

nun 
LOG 

nYI nf 
ANA FOe 
, 
a 
he 

s~ 
they 

k6n tyf 
intelligence hare 

k6n 
intelligence 

Verb 

Syfm 
satisfy oneself 

ka tyfbf 
ASP ask 

n ( ku' 
is also 

ka ~yonnzf 
ASP answer 

kennS 
go 

I)mm) 
know 

ywS 
die 

ken Sen 
go arrive 

y£n ... ~ala 
see gush 

c:fi~nmf ... y~1 r 
begin flap 

ta kW9 
ASP cry 

ta k~ san) 
ASP NEG be rivals 

k~ 
put 

wua 
kill 

pycnn) 
retu.rn 

, A gwumma 
bury 

p6kaa 
fool 

su' k~n 
only NEG 

Other 

nun 
her 

pen nun 
where in 

nun 
him 

mE nyon I~bbr ~d6' 
PL walk long another 

mvmb 
blood 

mE kw~b 
PL wing 

IE Iwfkwam 
with neighbor 

nun mwu k~ kw~b ~~f 
himself head Loe wing under 

ny T n~' cf'y~ 
himself today 

nun Sa kwebbf k~ 
himself behind evening Loe 

~scn y6n 
village his 

tyf 
hare 

nun kammT mazwum nun 
him time in question in 

zwum mwum mb6' 
stomach person one 



80. 

Conj. Subject 

tyf 
hare 

Free translation 

Tikar Na.rrative 

" wua 
kill 

Other 

nun ne' 
himsel:(' 

51 

1) The hare and the rooster were friends. 2) The hare didn't know 2a) any 
animal in the world who was more intelligent than he. 3) The only person he 
considered his friend was the rooster. 4) One day 4a) the rooster told the 
hare 4b) to come to visit him in his village in three days' time. 5) The 
hare agreed. 6) When the three days had passed, 6a) the hare left. 7) He 
arrived in the village of his friend, the rooster 4a) and the rooster had 
everything ready. 8) He had left it all in his wife's hands. 9) He said to 
his wife 10) When my friend, the hare arrives, lOa) welcome him well, lOb) 
give him some food and something to drink. 11) If he asks where I am, lla) 
tell him Ilb) that I have gone for a long walk in dreamland. 12) I am going 
to stay under the corn loft. 13) I am going to put my head under my wing. 
14) When he arrives I'm not going to budge. 15) You are going to show me to 
him, 15a) but don't let 15b) him touch me. 16) The rooster went under the 
corn loft. 17) He put his head under his wing. 18) He kept quiet. 19) When 
the hare arrived 19a) the rooster's wife welcomed him warmly. 20) She gave 
him food. 21) The hare ate well. 22) He was full. 23) He also drank. 24) 
His thirst was quenched. 25) He asked her 26) where his friend, the rooste~ 
was. 27) The rooster's wife told him 27a) what her husband had told her to. 
28) She went to show him where the rooster was under the corn loft. 29) The 
hare saw his friend. 30) He didn't see any head. 31) He was afraid. 32) 
The hare said to his friend's wife 32a) When my friend comes back, tell him 
that he is to come to see me in my village in three days' time. 33) His 
friend's wife agreed. 34) The hare left. 35) He went into the forest. 36) 
The rooster crowed back in his village. 37) The hare said to himself that he 
was never again going back to the rooster's village. 38) When the hare ar
rived in his village 39) he began to prepare 39a) as the rooster had done. 
40) He bought wine. 41) His wife prepared food. 42) When three days had 
passed, 42a) the hare knew 42b) that his friend, the rooster, was going to 
come to see him today. 43) He said to his wife 43a) When my friend arrives 
43b) welcome him well, 43c) give him food. 43d) When he has eaten 43e) 
give him also the wine that 43f) I bought. 44) If he asks for me 44a) tell 
him 44b) that I have gone for a long walk in dreamland. 45) I am going to 
stay here under the corn loft. 46) When he comes to see me 46a) I won't 
budge, 46b) but don't let 46c) him touch me. 47) His wife agreed. 48) The 
hare went into the house. 49) He took his cutlass and a piece of wood. 50) 
He lay down. 51) He put his head on the wood. 52) The hare said 52a) that 
his wife should cut his neck, 52b) and she should go hide his head. 53) 
When his friend came to see him 53a) and there was no head, 53b) he would 
be afraid. 54) The hare didn't know 54a) his friend, the rooster. had put 
his head under his wing. 55) He thought 55a) that he had cut off his head. 
56) The hare went under the corn loft in the place where his friend would 
come to see him. 57) His wife took the cutlass. 58) She cut his neck. 59) 
She went to hide his head. 60) The hare began to flounder around under the 
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corn loft. 61) His blood spurted out in the loft. 62) His wife returned to 
the house. 63) A short time later 64) the rooster arrived. 65) The hare's 
wife welcomed him warmly. 66} She gave him food and something to drink. 67) 
The rooster ate. 68} He drank il. lot. 69) He was full. 701' .He asked her 
70a} where his friend was. 71) The hare's wife answered 71a1 that he had 
gone for a long walk. 72} The rooster knew 72a) that he had died. 73) He 
went (to the corn loft). 74) He saw the blood that had gushed out. 75) He 
began to flap his wings 75a) and to cry. 76) He said that there had been no 
rivalry between him and his friena~ 76a.) he had put his head under his wing, 
76b) the other one had killed himself today. 77) He went home to his village 
that evening 77a) and they buried the hare. (8) The hare's intelligence 
fooled him that time. 79) Intelligence is not limited to only one person. 
80) The hare killed himself. 
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AN INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF 
SWAHILI AUGMENTATIVE-DIMINUTIVES* 
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Air University 

Incongruities in the distribution of Swahili augmentative
diminutives have either been neglected or misinterpreted in 
the Swahili literature. The present paper will firbt remedy 
this situation by describing in considerable detail the 
structural and semantic facts pertaining to the augmentative
diminutive prefixal system. It will then offer a generative 
analysis of the facts, focusing on a specific problem for se
mantic interpretation which is a consequence of extensive ho
mophony between noun class and augmentative-diminutive pre
fixes. Due to the dominance of the former over the latter, 
paradigmatic gaps occur disrupting the regularity which oth
erwise holds between the syntactic and semantic components. 
The solution which is adopted appeals to a split in the tra
ditional notion of noun class between the lexicon and the 
syntax, and resolves the discrepancy in the form to meaning 
relation by means of an interpretive rule. 

1. Introduction to Nominal Classification 

Swahili has seven major nominal categories which are generally marked by 

a distinct pair of singular and plural prefixes. An essential part of the 

noun class system is the endocentric [Stockwell 1977:91 concordial pattern 

whereby agreement with a head noun is displayed by an elaborate set of pre

fixes. Given any noun which falls into a particular noun class, it will al

ways take the same concordial pattern as any other noun in the same class. 

It is not, however, with this dependency relationship that I am concerned, 

but simply with membership of nouns in their respective classes. In some 

cases class membership is more or less semantically predictable while in oth

ers it is totally arbitrary. Modern Swahili grammars introduce each noun 

*This is an expanded version of a paper presented at the 1979 annual 
meeting of the Linguistic Society of America held in Los Angeles, California. 
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class with an account of the semantic bond which supposedly gives cohesion to 

the lexical items of which it is comprised. Brain's [1967:18] somewhat cir

cular account of the Ki-Vi class is typical: 

This very easy class is often called the 'Things Class' since many small 
and concrete things are in it, and indeed the word which represents the 
class - KITU - means a thing, plural VITU . 

Perrot [1974:10J gives the following account of the M-Mi class: 

The class we are now to consider is, like the Ki-Vi class, a class of non
living things, but it includes also trees and other plants. It may be 
called the MITI (tree) class. 

There are, however, just as many nouns in a given class which fall outside 

these semantic parameters. For instance ki-plmo (Ki-Vi) 'a measure' is not 

concrete and it isn't necessarily small either. The M-Mi class is indeed 

primarily a class of non-living things, but such a general definition fails 

to exclude nouns from the other classes (with the exception of the M-Wa "class 

of humans"). 

The noun classes are illustrated in the table below: 

Ki-Vi 

singular gloss plural 

ki-ti 'chair' vi-ti 

kl-tanda 'bed' vi-tanda 

ch-umba* 'room' vy-umba** 

ki-su 'knife' vi-su 

kl-ko 'pipe' vl-ko 

* kl ch by phonological rule -+-

** vi " " " -+- vy 

M-Mi 

m-ti 'tree' ml-ti 

m-kebe 'tin can' ml-kebe 

m-nazi 'coconut mi-nazi 
palm tree' 

m-keka 'mat' mi-keka 

m-Ilma 'mountain' ml-Ilma 
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~/Ji-Ma 

sin~ar gloss plural 

0-sanduku 'suitcase' rna-sanduku 

Ji-cho 'eye' ma-cho 

JI-no 'tooth' rne-no* 

0-gari 'vehicle' rna-gari 

0-kabatl 'cupboard' rna-kabat i 

-rna -+- me by phonological rule 

N 

kalamu 'pen' kalarnu 

meza 'table' meza 

pua 'nose' pua 

kofia 'hat' kofia 

siagi 'butter' siagi 

Pa 

rnaha II 'place' mahal i 

![ 

u-fagio 'broom' QJ-fagio 

u-fa 'crack' nyu-fa 

u-toto 'childhood' 

u-funguo 'key' 0-funguo 

u-Ilrni 'tongue' n-dirni 

Class of Animates 

m-toto 'child' wa-toto 

ki -boko 'hippopotamus' vi-boko 

m-bwa 'dog' m-bwa 

ki-pofu 'blind person' vi-pofu 

0-karan I 'clerk' ma-karan i 

In the coastal dialects where aspiration is phonemic a further distinc

tion exists between the 0/Ji-Ma and N classes above. Word initial voiceless 

stops are aspirated for members of the N class while they are unaspirated for 
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members of the ¢/Ji-Ma class [Polome 1967:68; Ashton 1944:297J. The data pre

sented above is Standard Swahili. The noun classes are essentially the same 

for all Swahili dialects, e.g. Kiamu has a Ki-Zi class in place of the Ki-Vi 

class. The data that will be presented showing augmentative and diminutive 

patterns is taken from the Kimvita dialect, spoken on Mambasa (Mombasa, Kenya) 

island. Forms drawn from other dialects will be noted. The implications of 

this study are the same for all Swahili dialects. 

Returning now to the noun classes, note that most of the classes are iden

tifiable by their uniQue singular-plural prefix patterns. The U class and the 

"Class of Animates" would thus appear to be incongruous. However, recall that 

each class is identified exclusively by its concordial pattern, not by its 

singular-plural prefix pattern (although this holds in most cases). As for 

the Q class, it consists of several sets of singular-plural patterns. The 

Class of Animates draws its members from nouns that would appear to belong to 

the other classes, that is, if class membership were determined by the singu

lar-plural prefix pattern. But it is not. Just like the other classes, the 

U class and the Class of Animates are defined by their respective concordial 

patterns. 

The classification above is my own. The traditional classification of 

Swahili nominals places nouns in their respective classes on the basis of pre

fix shape alone, e.g. Brain [1961], Ashton [1944]. Thus animates are excep

tional in that they take a distinct concordial pattern in spite of consider

able variability in their prefixes. As will be seen, this kind of analysis 

may be Justified on diachronic grounds, but is incompatible with the synchron

ic facts. 

1.1. Augmentatives and diminutives. Augmentative and diminutive forms are 

also nouns and are also marked by a set of singular and plural prefixes. In

terestingly, all of the augmentative-diminutive (hereafter aug-dim) prefixes 

are identical in shape to certain noun class prefixes. These are the ki-/ 

vi- prefixes which mark diminution and the 0-/jl-/ma- and m-/mi- prefixes 

that mark augmentation. That the noun class marking and aug-dim marking func-

tions are independent can be readily shown. Diminutive size is not an inher-

ent property of the Ki-Vi noun class. Note for example ki-boko 'a hippopot-
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amus' , kl-tu 'a thing'. Nei ther is increasing magnitude intrinsic to the 

¢/Ji-Ma and M-Mi classes, e.g. ji-no 'a tooth', ji-cho (Standard) 'an eye', 

m-shipl 'fishing line', m-shumaa 'a candle'. For a given noun, normal size 

is associated with the noun class to which it in some sense belongs. And it 

is not found outside its member class unless emphasis is on either augmenta

tion or diminution. In structural terms, aug-dims are formed by replacing the 

class pre£ix with an appropriate aug-dim prefix which has the effect of moving 

that noun into another class. l 

There are as many as seven levels of augmentation and diminution for those 

nouns which have access to the entire aug-dim scale. This is illustrated be

low for khapu 'a basket', which is marked as a member o£ the N class by word 

initial aspiration. 

Table 1: Levels of Augmentation and Diminution 

A:!ei-Dim Level Swahili ~ 
2 kl-jl-kapu (vl-) 'tiny basket' 

1 kl-kapu (vl-) 'small basket' 

0 khapu (0- ) 'normal basket' 

1 kapu (ma-) 'large basket' 

2 jl-kapu (ma-) 'larger basket' 

3 m-kapu (mi-) 'very large basket' 

4 m-ji-kapu (ml-) 'huge basket' 

In one sense the levels of augmentation and diminution are relative, but 

in another sense more important to the linguistic analysis, they are absolute. 

An analogy can be drawn with the color spectrum. For instance, the point at 

which English speakers draw the line 'between what is red and what is pink may 

IThe same prefixes are also used figuratively as in scathing reference to 
a person of a specified nationality: 

KI-jl-hlndi 'a little (lowly) Asian' 

Ji-hindi 'a big (bad) Asian' 

Similarly, ji-vi 'a big thief' (normally mwlvi , M-Wa class) is used in 
the figurative sense. Augmentatives are also used in a collective sense: 
ma-paka mengi 'many cats'. 
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vary from person to person. But we all agree that red and pink are distinct 

(though closely related) colors, and for the most part we would agree as to 

what is red and what is pink. Similarly, where Swahili speakers draw the line 

on the aug-dim scale between one level and another may vary from speaker to 

speaker. The same large basket might be called m-ji-kapu by one speaker and 

jl-kapu by another because the former individual considers it larger relative 

to the norm than the latter, or because the former simply wants to place more 

emphasis on its large size than the latter as a matter of style rather than 

absolute divergence from the norm. This is the relative aspect to which I re

ferred above and which I consider to be trivial since I am concerned with the 

linguistic system, particularly the relation between form and meaning, not in

dividual speaker variability. It is the absolute interpretation of these lev

els that is relevant to the analysis of the data. All speakers agree to the 

distribution of levels shown above. All agree, for example, that m-jl-kapu 

refers to a larger basket than jl-kapu , just as they agree that kl-ji-kapu 

is a smaller basket than ki-kapu. Thus, just as in the color spectrum there 

are grey areas between colors, the levels of the aug-dim scale also blend into 

one another, but they are no less distinct linguistic entities on account of 

their blending. 

It should be noted that the normal class to which a given noun belongs may 

vary across dialects, although the consequences for the analysis are the same. 

For instance, k~apu 'a basket' in most coastal dialects is ki-kapu in Up

country and Standard Swahili. At the coast, ki-kapu is 'a small basket', 

while kl-jl-kapu is 'a very small basket'. In Upcountry and Standard Swahi

li, kl-ji-kapu is only 'a small basket'. Similarly, m-guu is 'a foot/leg' 

in Upcountry and Standard Swahili while 0-guu is the norm in most coastal 

dialects. For speakers of the latter, m-guu would be a 'huge foot/leg'. 

1.2. Aug-Dim and noun class interaction. Up to this point we have discussed 

aug-dim and noun class prefixes as distinct entities. Let us now turn to the 

facts pertaining to their interaction. The interplay between the two is an 

obvious consequence of the fact that all of the aug-dim prefixes overlap, i.e. 

are homophonous, with certain noun class prefixes. Playing a crucial role in 

the combinatory possibilities is the fact that aug-dim and noun class prefix-
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es . never co-occur as prefixes on a given nominal stem. Hence the following 

forms are ungrammatical: 

(1) a. *ki - m - keba 
dim NC tin can 

b. *jl - kl - tanda 
aug NC bed 

c. *jl - jl - cho 
aug NC eye 

d. *ki - khapu 
dim basket (where aspiration marks NC) 

Note however that jl- may follow an initial aug-dim prefix (although that 

initial prefix cannot also be jl-). In (2), +rel is an abbreviation for 

relative intensifier which will be defined later. 

(2) a. kl - 11 - sanduku 
dim rel suitcase 

b. *jl - j i - sanduku 
aug +rel suitcase 

Furthermore, when the appropriate aug-dim is homophonous with the noun 

class prefix of a given nominal stem. only the noun class prefix interpreta

tion occurs. In other words, that level of augmentation or diminution for 

that particular nominal is rendered non-existent. Observe m-lima 'a moun

tain', for which the m- prefix marks it as a member of the singular M-Mi 

class. As shown in the table. there is also an m- prefix that marks level 

3 of augmentation. However. m- cannot serve the latter function for 

m-Ilma due to its homophony with the class prefix. The same is true for all 

such homophonous pairs. 

The potential for ambiguity between such homophonous pairs is resolved by 

the dominance of noun class over augmentation and diminution. If homophonous 

aug-dim and noun class prefixes were both allowed, speakers would surely be 

aware of their intentions, but hearers would be hard pressed to disambiguate 

the two, which fact is illustrated in (3). The symbol 

formedness, aDd 1 represents ill-formedness. 

(3) a. =angalla m - kebe ute 'look at that tin can' 
look at Ne tin can that 

represents well-
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b. ¥angalla rn 
look at aug 

- kebe u 1 e 'look at that huge tin can' 
tin can that 

There is no contextual information which would assist the hearer in making 

sense of such a dichotomy. Thus, by rule the aug-dim function is dissallowed 

where potential ambiguity occurs. 

It would appear to follow from the facts pertaining to this dominance re

lation that gaps would occur along the augmentative-diminutive scale. As seen 

above, sanduku lacks a level 1 augmentative just as ki-tabu lacks a level 

1 diminutive and rn-I irna lacks a level 3 augmentative, etc. Observe below 

the respective paradigms that would be assumed for these three lexical items. 

Table 2: "Gaps" Resulting from Noun Class Dominance 

Aug-Dim 
Scale kl-tabu 'book' 0-sanduku 'box' rn-I irna 'mountain' 

2 kl-jl-tabu (vi-) ki-ji-sanduku (vl-) ki -j i-I irna (vi-) 

1 X k i -sanduku (vi-) ki-I irna (vi-) 

0 kl-tabu (vi-) 0-sanduku (rna- ) m-I irna (mi- ) 

1 QJ-tabu (ma- ) X 0-1 irna (ma-) 

2 ji-tabu (rna- ) ji-sanduku (ma- ) ji-I irna (ma-) 

3 rn-tabu (rni -) rn-sanduku (rni -) X 

4 rn-ji-tabu (rni -) m-Ji-sanduku (mf -) rn-jl-I irna (mi-) 

(x gap assumed to exist) 

That such gaps do not occur, but are instead filled by the merger of an 

adjacent aug-dim, specifically the one at the next higher level on the scale, 

is the analytical problem for which this paper will offer an explanation and 

analysis. 

Merger is now illustrated for the same three lexical items, in Table 3 

on the following page. The evidence for merger is simply the fact that se

mantic gaps corresponding to the morpheme gaps do not exist. If they did, 

then for ki-tabu (see Table 2) there would have to be a middle ground of 

diminution between levels 0 and 2 which is inexpressible by means of a dimin

utive prefix. An adjective such as kidogo 'small', might serve to fill in 

the gap. However, speakers show no hesitation in using the 2nd level diminu-
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Table 3: Merger of Adjacent Aug-Dims 

Aug-Dim 
Scale 

2 

1 

o 
1 

2 

3 

4 

kl-tabu 'book' 

ki-ji-tabu (vi-) 

+ + 

ki-tabu (vi-) 

0-tabu (ma-) 

ji-tabu (ma-) 

m-tabu (mi-) 

m-ji-tabu (mi-) 

0-sanduku 'box' 

ki-ji-sanduku (vi-) 

kI-sanduku (vI-) 

0-sanduku (ma-) 

t t 

ji-sanduku Ima-) 

m-sanduku (mi-) 

m-ji-sanduku (mi-) 

m-Ilma 'mountain' 

ki-ji-I ima (vI-) 

ki-Ilma (vi-) 

m-lima (ml-) 

0-1 ima (ma-) 
ji-lima (ma-) 

t t 

m-ji-I ima (mI-) 
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tive to express even slight diminution from the norm. The same argument can 

be made with respect to any supposed gap which is a consequence of potential

ly ambiguous noun class and aug-dim prefixes. 

Thus nouns differ with respect to the nature of aug-dim expression as a 

function of noun class membership. In other words, the combined prefixes 

ki-ji- express a degree of diminution which is different for a noun where 

potential ambiguity exists than that expressed for a noun where it does not. 

More specifically, the ki-ji- prefixes of ki-jl-tabu cover both levels 1 

and 2 of diminution, whereas the prefixes ki-ji- as in ki-ji-sanduku 'a 

very small suitcase', cover only level 2. Levell for the latter nominal is 

expressed as kl-sanduku 'a small suitcase'. A parallel situation exists in 

all cases where the potential for ambiguity occurs. Thus it is seen that the 

extent of access to the various degrees of aug-dim expression varies with the 

class to which a given noun belongs. 

2. Traditional Accounts 

Up to this point strictly empirical claims have been made in describing 

the structural and semantic facts relevant to the interaction between aug-dim 

and noun class prefixal systems. Nevertheless, these simple facts constitute 

no less than a revelation in terms of simple structural description. Modern 

Swahili grammars--not only those which are purely pedagogical, but those with 

some degree of linguistic sophistication as well--have either failed or ne

glected to account for the facts. 
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Most grammars simply ignore the implications of the interaction between 

~ugmentative-diminutive and noun class prefix systems. Ashton [1944:295J pre

sents diminutives and augmentatives in a chapter separate from her discussion 

of noun class indicating the two are distinct entities, yet she offers no ex

planation as to why, for instance *Ji - ki - tabu is disallowed, or why 
aug NC book 

*ki - tabu, meaning 'a little book', does not occur. According to Ashton, 
dim book 

"Where the root is monosyllabic or begins with a vowel, ji- is inserted." 

The root -tabu is neither monosyllabic nor does it begin with a vowel, yet 

its diminutive is formed by inserting ji_.2 Ironically, Ashton illustrates 

her claim with a monosyllabic member of the Ki-Vi class, kl-chwa 'a head'. 

She is apparently unaware that all members of the Ki-Vi Class form their di

minutives by inserting Ji- in the same manner. Ashton does at least recog

nize "the additional diminutive idea of ji- ," citing m-toto 'a child', 

ki-toto 'an infant', kl-ji-toto 'a very small infant'. However, she fails 

to acknowledge the glaring fact that Ji- brings about level 2 of diminution 

in some cases,but not in others. 

Loogman [1965:33J acknowledges the interaction between the two prefixal 

systems by stating that diminutives are formed by "transfer" to the Ki-Vi 

class. He claims that we are not dealing with two prefixal systems, but with 

one. At the same time he recognizes the fact that the noun class ki- pre

fix is not primarily diminutive in spite of its diminutive function when 

2Even for nominals which are not potentially ambiguous, the number of syl
lables has nothing to do with diminution. Note ki-taa 'a little light' is 
the diminutive of taa 'a light' and ki-guu 'a little foot' is the diminu
tive of m-guu 'a foot'. Any number of exceptions to Ashton's rule could be 
cited. Her list of words which are claimed to follow the rule that ji- is 
inserted when the root is monosyllabic is rather a list of idiosyncratic lexi
cal items. For instance, the diminutive of m-tu is ki-JI-tu instead of 
kl-tu for the simple reason that *ki-tu meaning 'little person' is ungram
matical. This is an idiosyncratic fact of the lexicon which requires no fur
ther explanation. I might, however, hypothesize that *ki-tu as the diminu
tive of m-tu is disallowed due to homophony with a distinct lexical item, 
ki-tu 'a thing'. Thus it is seen that gaps may result as a consequence of 
idiosyncratic ungrammaticality as well as potential ambiguity. I have chosen 
not to deal with this problem in the text since merger would be accounted for 
in the same manner as for potentially ambiguous nominals. 
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"transfer" occurs. Thus in some respects, Loogman correctly concludes that 

aug-dims are identical to noun class prefixes, while in othel;' respects they 

differ. 
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Polome [1967:95-100J states that a given nominal stem allows a restricted 

"range" of prefixes including the augmentative and diminutive forms. After 

much elaboration on the remnants attesting the semantic basis of Bantu nominal 

classification, he refers to two distinct functions of ji- as a noun class 

marker and as an aug-dim. Polome explains this is "due to the fact that the 

prefix ji- indicating size is actually different from the prefix of class 5 

(Ji-Ma) and reflects proto-Bantu *91-, which is the regular augmentative 

class prefix (of Class 21), "He gives an identical account of the discrepancy 

between the diminutive and class marking functions of ki-

of the proto-Bantu diminutive prefix *ka- was taken over by 

loss of ka- in Swahili" (p. 100). 

" the function 

kl- after the 

As the present study is synchronic, the historical source of a particular 

prefix is of little intrinsic value though it may have some insight to offer. 

It is unclear whether Polome intends these diachronic facts to have synchronic 

implications, but it appears that he would posit historically distinct aug-dim 

and noun class prefixes that have at least partially collapsed into a single 

synchronic form. 

In several respects the modern grammars fall short of providing an ade

quate description of the facts. They do not account for the variable access 

to the various aug-dim prefixes which is a function of the class to which a 

given noun belongs. Ashton offers the only attempt, but her notion that, ac

cess relates to syllabicity simply doesn't account for the facts. The gram

mars do recognize the fact that in some respects the two prefixal systems are 

identical, while in others they serve distinct grammatical functions. But 

they fail to account for the non-occurrence of aug-dims where the potential 

for ambiguity exists. Finally, they fail to account for the levels of augmen

tation and diminution. Ashton only recognizes the existence of a second level 

of dimihution but fails to account for its distribution and offers no explana

tion why ji':' covers levels 1 and 2 of diminution in some cases, but only 

level 2 in others. 
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3. Analysis 

3.1. Independent analysis of .11-. The present paper will offer an explicit 

account of the facts within the framework of generative grammar. The facts 

themselves already suggest that/the ultimate resolution of the incongruities 

between otherwise identical prefixal systems may relate to the recognition of 

the two systems as identical at one level of analysis but distinct at another. 

There is, however, one more factual detail that needs clarification before an 

analysis can be posited. 

The semantics of the prefix jl- are somewhat elusive on grounds inde

pendent of the interaction between the two prefixal systems. When ji- oc

curs word initially as in jl-sanduku 'a big suitcase', it means 'big'. When 

it occurs after the 3rd level augmentative m- it shifts the lexical item to 

which it is attached to the 4th level meaning "bigger than the level of the 

ini tial prefix". When attached to the 1st level diminutive k 1- it similarly 

brings about a shift to the next level on the scale, i.e. level 2 6f diminu

tion, meaning "smaller than the level of the initial prefix". Therefore, in 

the lexicon the aug-dim ji- is defined as a relative intensifier. That is, 

ji- enhances the magnitude of a lexical item a single level on the scale. 

It thus has an augmentative effect when it occurs word initially. When it 

follows a word initial prefix it intensifies magnitude one level along the 

scale either augmentatively or diminutively as determined by the initial pre

fix. 

3.2. On the lexicon. A line must be drawn between those facts to be stored 

in the lexicon and those to be attributed to other components of the grammar. 

It is generally recognized that the lexicon is the repository of idiosyncrat

ic properties of words, e.g. Jacobs and Rosenbaum [1968:59]. Presumably this 

definition is not intended as a denial of the ostensibly contrary claim that 

certain regularities are attributable to the lexicon [Wasow 1977:330-331]. I 

believe the intent of the definition is that lexical properties are judged 

idiosyncratic relative to the complete productivity and complete regularity 

characteristic of syntax and its relation to meaning. 

It is a principle of generative grammar that the meaning of a given string 

is a compositional function of its formatives and thus relegates to the lexi-
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con the task of combining elements (or "morphemes" as defined by Aronoff 

[1974:151) whose meaning as a whole is indeterminate as a function of the parts 

[Dowty 1978:120]. The principle says nothing about the extent of productivity 

and semantic regularity permissible in the lexicon, and it is my view that 

nothing further need be said (contrary to the claims of Dowty [1978:201 and 

Wasow [1977:3311. The fact is that the regularities of the lexicon are sub

regularities. That is, they are subsumed under some syntactic or semantic 

marker that is compositionally indeterminate and thus can only be attributed 

to the lexicon irrespective of the extent of their productivity and semantic 

regularity. 3 

It is generally true that lexical processes are less productive and less 

semantically regular than syntactic processes, but this is a descriptive rath

er than explanatory fact and has no crucial bearing on the assignment of a 

given rule to a particular component. As will be seen, some of the processes 

involved in the determination of noun class in Swahili are both productive 

and semantically regular, yet they must be relegated to the lexicon. 

3.2.1. Specifics of the lexicon. It has already been intimated that noun 

class membership will be assigned in the lexicon. To establish this, it need 

only be shown that noun class prefixes are compositionally indeterminate when 

they are attached to nominal stems. Of course, it must also be shown that 

the noun class prefix is a justifiable entity. 

The evidence for positing a category NC (noun class) is the fact that a 

given meaning which is associated with a giVen noun is uni~uely manifested by 

the association between a specific class prefix and a specific nominal stem, 

e.g. kl-tabu 'a book'. If a different class prefix is attached to that 

stem, the result is either ungrammaticality, e.g. *u-tabu, or a change in 

meaning, e.g. Ji-tabu 'a big book'. 

The association of a particular aug-dim prefix with a particular nominal 

stem yields a compositionally determinate, i.e. predictable, level of augmen-

3Thus I do not subscribe to the strong lexicalist hypothesis of Jacken
doff [1972] which excludes all morphological phenomena from the syntax. It 
is my view that in terms of the theory this amounts to an arbitrary division 
between the lexicon and the syntax. 
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tation or diminution for that nominal as a function of its parts. (The facts 

pertaining to merger constitute a minor exception and will be dealt with by 

rule.) The various aug-dim prefixes are thus assigned lexical entries as fol

lows: 

kl- diminutive; level 1; singular 
vl- " " plural 

Aug- (/!- augmentative; level 1-, singular 
Dim ma- " " plural 

m- augmentative; level 3; singular 
ml- " " plural 

Rel--1JI- relative intensifier; singular/plural 

(The preceding scheme is not identical to, but is compatible with the 
"normal form for a dictionary entry" as in Katz and Postal [1964:14J and 
Katz and Fodor [1964J.) 

These entries will be lexically inserted into the nodes aug-dim and reI which 

will be generated in the Base by the Phrase Structure Rules. 

On the other hand, compositional determinacy cannot be claimed in the as

signment of noun class membership. The point was made at the outset that al

though there are a number of themes found in the various classes, there exists 

no semantic bond which ties together all the members of a given noun class. 

Since there is no compositionally determinate predictability involved in the 

association between noun class prefix and nominal stem, the relation that 

holds between the two must be assigned in the lexicon. 

As stressed earlier, the incidental occurrence of subregularities in the 

lexicon has no bearing on this determination. There are, in fact, numerous 

processes of varying degrees of productivity that determine noun class member

ship. According to Polome [1967:96J, various shifts and innovations have 

blurred in many ways the "original" semantic basis of Bantu nominal classifi

cation. For instance, the original function of the Ji- class was to indicate 

one of a pair of objects such as body parts which come in pairs. In synchron

ic Swahili, ji- has also become the singular counterpart of the Ma- class 

which expresses groups of things or totality. In addition, the proto-Bantu 

augmentative *9i- has coalesced with this class. 

The consequence of diachronic changes such as those discussed by Polome 
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is that little remains of the semantic regularity claimed for proto-Bantu. 

Whereas for proto-Bantu Polome might claim a single rule by which membership 

in each noun class was determined, in synchronic Swahili a number of word for

mation rules [Aronoff 1976J must be posited to account for class membership. 

For instance, plants and trees are still generally assigned to the M-Mi class 

in word formation. Human beings are often assigned an m-wa prefix forming 

a subclass within the Class of Animates, although humans may be assigned other 

prefixes. Ki-Vi class membership is often assigned to "an implement directly 

connected with the processes expressed by the verb". (See Polome [1967:96-

103J for a discussion of other processes, but bear in mind that many of them 

are diachronic rules no longer productive in the language.) 

Confirmation of the lexical versus syntactic4 aspect of class membership 

comes from the fact that certain aug-dims have been lexicalized. Note for in

stance the relation between sahani 'a plate' and ki-sahani 'a saucer'. 

The latter form is a lexicalized diminutive of the former. The productive di

minutive of sahanl ,i.e. ki-sahani 'a small plate', is in this case iden

tical to the lexicalized diminutive. Carrying this a step further, it can be 

seen that sahanl has access to two levels of diminution, i.e. kl-sahani 

and ki-ji-sahani On the other, lexicalized ki-sahani 'a saucer' has ac-

cess to a single level of diminution in ki-ji-sahani • Speakers confirm the 

ambiguity of kl-ji-sahani between 'a very small plate' and 'a small saucer'. 

A process by which many loanwords are assimilated into the respective 

noun classes is syntactically rather than semantically motivated. The coin

cidental identity or similarity of the word initial shape of a given loanword, 

4The "syntactic aspect of class membership" again refers to the workings 
of a given concordial agreement which is identical for all members of a given 
class, whether membership is lexically or syntactically determined. The Ki
Vi class singular agreement pattern is illustrated below for the diminutive 
ki-kalamu 'a little pen' and the normal member ki-tabu 'a book'. 

ki-Ie ki-tabu ch-ake ki-zuri ki - me - anguka 
that book his good it perf fall 

'that good book of his has fallen' 

" kl-ka I amu " " " " " 
'that little pen of his has fallen' 
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rather than its semantic compatibility with some noun class, may determine the 

class into which that lexical item is assimilated. Thus, ki-sasi 'revenge' 

from Arabic qa~a~ has become a member of the Ki-Vi class in spite of the no

tion that this class is primarily composed of physical objects. Similarly, 

m-sumarl 'a nail' from Arabic mlsmar has been assimilated into the M-Mi 

class and given a plural mi- prefix as well, even though its meaning has no 

relation to the respective semantically motivated word formation rules that 

assign nominals to this class. This finding shows that the grammatical aspect 

of noun class has come to playa role in lexicalization. The purely structur

al nature of concordial agreement with a head noun of specified prefixal shape 

is thus a model for loanword assimilation along similar non-semantic lines. 

In spite of all the complexities involved in the determination of lexical 

noun class, the various processes discussed above have eQual relevance to the 

interaction between noun class and the aug-dim prefixal system. They all 

have the effect of assigning to a given lexical item a neutral or 0 rating 

with respect to the aug-dim scale. 

3.2.2. A condition placed on selection restrictions. Returning to the spe

cifics of the problem at hand, one additional fact must be treated in the lex

icon in order to avoid the generation of an ungrammatical Base. The non-oc

currence of aug-dims where the potential for ambiguity exists will be accounted 

for in terms of a condition placed on the lexical selection restrictions for 

aug-dims. A selection restriction is defined by Katz and Postal [1964:15] as 

"a formally expressed necessary and sufficient condition for that reading to 

combine with others." Although Katz and Postal discuss selection restric':'" 

tions which are formulated as functions of semantic markers, they acknowledge 

that such restrictions may also be formulated as functions of syntactic mark-

ers. 

Thus in the lexical entry for aug-dims, it is stated that they may com

bine with any nominal stem except for an adjacent stem whose noun class pre

fix is homophonous with that particular aug-dim. 

SELECTION RESTRICTION [aug-dim 
N 

1 

stem] 
NC N 
2 

condition: 1 I 2 (where 
represents 
homophony) 
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Note that the condition does not apply when ji- intervenes between aug-dim 

and stem. Apparently the presence of the relative intensifier serves to dis

ambiguate the initial prefix as aug-dim rather than NC. This is transparent 

because the relative intensifier never intervenes between the noun class pre

fix and the nominal stem. 

3.2.3. Conclusions on the lexicon. Now it can be understood why Modern Swa

hili grammars present a confused notion of noun class. There are two dis

tinct linguistic entities, either of which may be justifiably labeled "noun 

class". On the one hand, there is the syntactic entity on which the opera

tion of concordial agreement is dependent and which is determined by the iden

tity of prefix shape alone. On the other, there is the nonpredictable entity 

which, due to the lack of semantic regularity, must be assigned in the lexi-

con. 

Although the rules assigned to the lexicon are, like generative rules, in 

some sense synchronic, evidence that they are distinct on empirical grounds 

from other processes would support their exclusion from the syntactic compo

nent. It would be particularly gratifying if it could be shown that the lexi

cal rules are non-generative, since generative grammar claims the syntactic 

component to be the generative source in the grammar. Halle [1973], Aronoff 

[1976], and Dowty [1978] have observed that word formation rules are "once on

ly rules", although this has not been stated as a basic tenet of the theory. 

Nevertheless, it is claimed that these rules are "very different from the 

rules of the syntax and the phonology which must apply in the derivation of 

every sentence" [Aronoff 1976: 22J. 

Dowty [1978:120] appeals to native speaker intuitions as evidence that 

the productivity of the lexicon is different in kind from that of the genera

tive components: 

I believe speakers are potentially capable of remembering that they have 
heard a newly derived word for the first time, in a way that they very 
rarely recall hearing a sentence for the first time. A consequence of 
this is that speakers are able to distinguish between actual and merely 
possible sentences. These facts suggest to me--as they have to many other 
linguists--that a crucial fact about lexically derived expressions is 
that they are (or always can be) learned individually, whereas syntacti
cally derived expressions are not. If they are learned individually, 
then there must always be, at anyone stage of a person's linguistic 
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knowledge, a fixed finite number of them, though this number may grow 
from time to time. 

In other words, the productivity of the lexicon is necessary to account for 

the ever-growing nature of the lexicon, not the infinite capacity of native 

speakers to produce and understand wholly novel structures. Dowty concludes 

that "the semantic principles behind lexical rules merely enable speakers to 

know the approximate meaning of a new-word upon first hearing it." 

A recent addition to the Swahili lexicon is the M-Wa (class of human be

ings) entry, m-benzl 'one who owns a Mercedes Benz'. By lexical rule the 

borrowed nominal stem -benzi is assigned to the class of human beings and 

given a new meaning. But just as Dowty argues, this is an approximate mean

ing. There is nothing to prevent m-benzl from instead meaning a Mercedes 

Benz mechanic/dealer, etc., but it does not. The fact that it means 'a Mer

cedes Benz owner' must be remembered. Facts such as these thus offer empiri

cal support for the relegation of word formation rules to the lexicon, and al

so lend credence to the theoretical device which draws the line between the 

lexicon and generative components. 

3.3. The syntactic base. The following Phrase Structure (PS) rule consti

tutes the Base of the syntactic component: 

N + (~~:) (j i) stem 

As argued previously, noun class must be associated with the stem in the lex

icon. The class of a stem will be marked by means of a feature specification 

on the stem, e.g. [ki-] for ki-taou 'a book', formally stated as follows: 

LEXICAL ENTRY 

-tabu 
[k 1-] 

The alternative of supplying the prefix plus stem, i.e. ki-tabu, to the 

Base is discounted since it would necessitate the positing of numerous ad hoc 

morphophonological rules. This is illustrat,ed with a sample derivation f'or 

jl-tabu 'a very large book': 

http:illustrat.ed
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Base: JI - kl - tabu 
aug NC stem 

Morphophonological Rule: n n 

Surface: jl-tabu 

Hence a rule of the following sort would be posited: 

kl + 0 I JI ___ [restricted to nominal prefixation] 

In order to account for the facts, many rules of the same type totally lacking 

in motivation would have to be written. 

3.3.1. An obligatory transformation. The PS rule N + (aug-dim) (ji) stem 

alone does not capture the generalization that the nominal stem never occurs 

in isolation. Rather, this is handled by the operation of an obligatory 

transformation which segments out the lexical NC feature when neither aug-dim 

nor JI- precedes the stem. Thus ki-tabu is derived as follows: 

N 
I stem 
I -tabu 

[1<1- ] 

T-Rule #1 (Obligatory): Adjoin to the left of the stem a segment labeled for 
lexical noun class if no other constituent occurs in 
that position. 

~ 
kl- stem 

I 
-tabu 

The augmentative m-Ji-kapu 'a huge basket' is readily derived. 

aug~tem 
I I I 
m- ji- -kapu 

[N] 

T-Rule #1 does not apply since its structural description is not met. A mor

phophonemic rule would erase any feature not segmented out by T-Rule #1. 

Hence the derivation is compatible with the fact that the lexical noun class 
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to which -kapu belongs, i.e. N, is not revealed on the surface. An explana

tion of the non-occurrence of aug-dim + NC is also offered. For example, 

#ji - ki - tabu cannot be derived also because the structural description of 
aug NC stem 

T-Rule #1 is not met. 

3.3.2. Circumlocution. At the outset it was explained that the potential ex

ists for gaps on the aug-dim scale. The occurrence (in theory) of missing 

levels is accounted for in the lexicon by means of the previously stated con

dition placed on the selection restrictions for aug-dims. 

When potential gaps occur, speakers circumlocute to a grammatical Base, 

namely the next higher level on the aug-dim scale. 

Ungrammatical Base: 

Grammatical Base: 

(Not generated due to condition placed on 
selection restriction.) 

N 

aug-~em 
I I I 

ki- JI- -tabu 
[ki -] 

The only fact that remains unexplained is semantic merger. A viable anal

ysis must account for the fact that aug-dims formed by circumlocution cover 

semantic ground distinct from that of identical aug-dims where the condition 

placed on selection restrictions is not met. Recall that kl-jl-tabu (by 

circumlocution) covers levels 1 and 2 of diminution, whereas 

ki-ji-kalamu 'a very little pen' only covers level 2. 

3.4. Semantic interpretation. The problem posed by merger is resolved by 

means of an interpretive rule which plays a role in semantic interpretation. 

As argued in Katz and Postal [1964:13]. since syntactic information may be re

quired for the semantic component to assign a given sentence a semantic inter

pretation, the syntactic component provides the input to the semantic compo-
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nent. 

The interpretive rule I propose is triggered by the fact that circumlocu

tion has taken place, which in turn is marked by the identical shape of aug

dim and NC prefixes. The rule is stated as follows: 

Iff aug-dim is homophonous with He, the meaning of the whole 
merges toward 0 a single level. 

No doubt this could be stated more concisely in a formal logic, but this ren

dering will suffice for our purposes. 

In other words, when a strategy of circumlocution is adopted to replace a 

Base which is prohibited by the non-identity condition in the lexicon, the 

aug-dim level of the nominal in question merges toward 0 a single level on the 

aug-dim scale, thus filling in the semantic gap created by ungrammaticality. 

This rule has the following effects on the bases of kl-JI-tabu, m-JI-kebe, 

and JI-sanduku respectively. 

kl-jl-tabu: N 

aug-~em 
I I I 

kl- ji- -tabu 
[leveL 1] [ki-] 

Normal interpretation: rel jl- enhances [level 1] kl
to [level 2] 

Interpretive rule: homophonous aug-dim kl- and NC kl
trigger merger to [level 1] 

Net effect: diminutive levels 1 and 2 

m-jl-kebe: N 

~ 
aug-dim reI stem 

I I I 
m- jl- -kebe 

[level 3] [m-] 

Normal interpretation: rel enhances [level 3] m- to 
[level 4] 

Interpretive rule: homophonous aug-dim m- and NC m-
trigger merger to [level 3] 

Net effect: augmentative levels 3 and 4 
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J i -sanduku: N 

aug-~em 
I I I o Ji- -sanduku 

[level IJ [0J 

Normal interpretation: reI Ji- enhances [level 1] 0 
to [level 2] 

Interpretive rule: identical. aug-dim 0 and NC 0 
trigger merger to [level 1] 

Net effect: augmentative levels 1 and 2 

A comparison of the results of these rule applications with the facts of mer

ger as presented in Table 3 above shows that the correct semantic interpreta

tion is assigned in each instance. 

3.4.1. Faulty analysis of ki-ji-tabu On the basis of merger as it applies 

to singular members of the Ki-Viclass such as ki-tabu, one might conclude 

that the semantic alteration exemplified by diminutive ki-ji-tabu is a re

sult of the replacement of diminutive kl- by noun class prefix kl-. The 

argument would go as follows: Diminutive ki- attached to the nominal stem 

-tabu gives ungrammatical *kl-tabu ; thus, in order to form a diminutive, 

speakers circum10cute by inserting ji- into grammatical ki-tabu, where 

kl- is the noun class prefix. 

Such a claim, in fact, offers an explicit account of the semantics in

volved. It is compatible with both the aug-dim scale as well as the independ

ently motivated semantics of ji-. The scale claims noun class members to 

be neutral with respect to augmentation and diminution. Unlike diminutive 

prefix ki- which is given a level 1 diminutive rating, noun class prefix 

ki- is assigned a 0 rating. The insertion of the relative intensifier 

JI- would thus be predicted to have distinct semantic effects, depending on 

whether it was attached to the noun class prefix or the aug-dim prefix. In 

the case of a nominal such as 0-sanduku 'a suitcase', diminutive ki- is 

attached to the form ki-sanduku (level 1) 'a small suitcase', then jl- is 

inserted to enhance its magnitude to level 2 forming ki-ji-sanduku 'a very 

small suitcase'. In the case of a potentially ambiguous nominal such as 

ki-tabu 'a book', the insertion of ji- would instead enhance 
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its 0 level noun class prefix to levell, thereby explaining the fact that 

only one level of diminution exists for singular Ki-Vi Class nouns that are 

homophonous with the diminutive prefix kl-. 

75 

However, such an analysis fails to account for the semantics of certain homo

phonous aug-dim and noun class prefixes, e.g. aug-dim prefixes m-/ml- and noun 

class prefixes m-/ml- respectively. The noun class marker (0 rating) of 

m-kebe 'a tin can' would leave a gap for that particular nominal at augmenta

tive level 3 on the scale. Thus, we would predict that the insertion of jl

would enhance m-jl-kebe to level 1. But instead it remains at level 4. 

More precisely, it could be said to merge with level 3 filling the gap left 

at that position. The important fact is that m-ji-kebe does not attain lev

ell. Speakers confirm that m-jl-kebe refers to a bigger tin can than 

either 0-kebe (level 1) or jl-kebe (level 2). 

It can only be concluded that initial prefix m- in m-jl-kebe is the 

level 3 augmentative and not the noun class prefix. Therefore, unless we want 

to assume different analyses for m-jl-kebe and ki-jl-tabu, we must also 

assume that ki- in the latter form is likewise the diminutive prefix. 

4. Conclusions 

A solution is proposed to account for merger that resolves the problem in 

terms of an integrated analysis which distributes the burden of explanation 

among the various components of the grammar. On empirical grounds, the tradi

tional concept of noun class was split between the lexicon and the syntactic 

component. Adequate justification was likewise provided for the PS rule, the 

condition placed on aug-dim selection restrictions, the feature analysis of 

lexical noun class, etc: But in the final analysis there was no alternative 

but to attribute merger to an interpretive rule. 

The justification for the rule is simply the fact that it is compatible 

with the analysis as a whole as well as the theory. As argued in Katz and 

Fodor [1964:502), questions of evalution are to .be raised about entire the~ 

aries rather than parts of theories. Semantic interpretation is but one com

ponent of a linguistic theory. Thus I rest my case on the "derivative" (also 

Katz and Fodor) sense in which an isolated proposal may be justified. Given 

the fact that the other rules, lexical entries, conditions, etc. are suffi-
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ciently well established, the interpretive rule offers the most explicit ac

count of the remaining facts and is thus adopted. 

Aronoff, M. 1976. 
Monograph #1. 

Ashton, E.O. 1944. 
Ltd. 
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SYLLABLE COUNTING IN YORUBA* 

Baruch Elimelech 

The purpose of this paper is to argue that, in a synchronic 
grammar of Yoruba, it must be recognized that the distribu
tion of the two sets of object pronouns is based solely on 
syllable counting. This is shown to be a viable phonologi
cal process which simply and automatically accounts for this 
morphological distribution. Furthermore, the analysis shows 
the phonological complementarity of the pronouns to be sim
pler than a syntactic complementary distribution as suggest
ed by Bamgbose [1964, 1966b, 1967a]. 

O. Introduction 

Yoruba has two sets of pronouns (given in (I}) that can occur in the sur

face structure as object pronouns, illustrated in (2}.1 

(l) SET A SET B 

ml 
, 

ml 'me' 

fi! r~ 'you' 

¢ -rfi! 'him, her, it' 

we -wa 'us' 

yrn -yfn 'you' 

w<;>n -w<;>n 'them' 

*This paper was presented at the Ninth Annual Conference on African Lin
guistiCS, at Michigan State University, on 7-9 April 1978. I would like to 
thank Olu Omolayole, Richard Akanni Olarewaju, and Peter Badejo for giving 
me much of'their'valuable time as l~guage consultants. The latter two as
sisted me in both Yoruba and Rausa. I would also like to thank Victoria 
Fromkin, Joe Emonds, and Bernard Comrie for reading and commenting on an 
earlier draft. 

IThe symbols used in the Yoruba examples in this paper are the same as the 
Yoruba orthography: e = (e:J, 0"' (:>] , p "' (K'p] , ~"' [~] ,n after any 
~owel indicates nasalization, e.g. 9n [5]. Tone marking is as follows: 
V = high tone, V (no mark) = mid tone, -.(a dash' = mid tone over no vowel, 
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(2) a. mo r( ~ 'I saw you' 
I see you 

b. me f~ran r~ 'I love you' 
I love you 

Observe that the two pronoun sets are in complementary distribution with SET 

A occurring after one syllable words (2a) and SET B occurring after two sylla

ble words (2b). Bamgbose [1964, 1966b, 1967a] suggests that the two pronoun 

sets are in syntactic complementary distribution. According to his analysis 

only SET A are object pronouns occurring after verbs; SET B are possessive 

pronouns occurring only after nouns. The word 'love' in (2b), according to 

Bamgbose. is a contracted surface form of a verb + noun, and he would derive 

all disyllabic verbs in this way. I will argue in this paper that this is an 

incorrect analysis and suggest instead that one can account for the distribu

tion of the two pronoun sets phonologically, i.e. by syllable counting, rath

er than by syntactic category. Much discussion has been given recently to es

tablish the syllable as a viable phonological unit, e.g. Vennemann [1972] and 

Hooper [1972]. It still remains unclear, nevertheless, as to where the pro

cess of syllable counting fits in. It is clear, for example, that the process 

involved here is not strictly a phonological one whereby a segment alternates 

with another after X number of syllables. Instead, what happens is that a 

morphological selection is made based on the phonological structure of mor

phemes, i.e. the number of syllables. Stephen Anderson [personal communica

tion] points out that most processes involving syllable counting are cases of 

this sort. 

1. How the Two Pronoun Sets Differ 

One way in which SET A differs from SET B is tonal. Except for /yfn/ 

'you (plural)', the underlying tones of the pronouns of SET A are unspecified 

and are determined by the tone of the preceding verb. 2 If the verb has a high 

v = low tone, ~ = rising tone, ~ = falling tone, and .V = assimilated low 
tone. 

2This approach corresponds with Bamgbose [1964, 1966b, 1967a] and Rowlands 
[1969]. Courtenay [1968], on the other hand, posits an underlying high tone 
for all pronouns and derives the mid tone by a tonal dissimilation rule. 
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tone, then the object pronoun (except for Iyfn/) will have a mid tone, as 

illustrated in (3).3 

(3) 6 rr ml 'he saw me' 
he see me 

The tone of the object pronoun is high after a verb with a non-high tone 

(mid or low), as seen in (4). 

(4) 6 j9 mf 'he resembles me' 
he resemble me 

6 , 
mr 4 wo 'he looked at me' 

he look-at me 

In conjunction with the tonal information that is determined by the tone 

of the verb, the segmental information of the third person singular object 

pronoun is determined by the vowel of the verb, i.e. it is identical with the 

vowel of the verb, es illustrated in (5). 

(5) mo rr 'I saw him' 
I see him 

mo j9 9 'I resemble him' 
I resemble him 

, , 
'I looked at him' me wo 0 

I look-at him 

Different from SET A, the object pronouns of SET B must be specified for 

tone at the underlying level of representation, as seen in (6). 

(6) a. 6 gbagbe 
he forget 

r~ 
you 

+ 6 gbagbeer~ 
'he forgot you' 

Iyfn/· 'you (plural)' is treated as an exception to the tonal dissimilation 
rule. 

3The object pronoun Iyfnl 'you (plural)', nevertheless, surfaces with a 
mid tone between it and the verb, e.g. me rr I yfn 'I saw you'. This mid 
tone does not occur with Iyrnl after verbs of mid and low tone. 

4High tone after low tone is phonetically rising, e.g. 6 wo mf + 6 wo mT 
'he looked at me'. This is a general rule in Yoruba phonology, and it ap
plies within and across boundaries. Consequently, it is not usually marked 
as a rising tone after a low tone. For further discussion concerning the 
tonal processes in Yoruba, see Courtenay [1968]. 
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b. 6 t9pinplm r~ -+ 6 t9plnpln)nr~ 
he investigate you 'he investigated you fully' 

c. 6 f~ran r~ -+ 6 ferananre 
he love you 'he'loves you' 

Observe that the tones of the pronoun of 6(a-c) are not determined by the tone 

of the verb. That is, regardless of whether or not a verb ends in either a 

high (6a), a mid (6b), or a low (6c) tone, the tones of the pronoun remain 

low-mid. Conse~uently, each pronoun of SET B is assigned a se~uence of tones 

at the underlying level of representation, as seen in (1). The initial tone 

of the se~uence receives its segmental specification from a preceding vowel, 

as illustrated in (6). That is, notice that the initial low tone of /'r~/ 

is realized on a vowel identical with the preceding vowel of the verbs. This 

vowel lengthening process, however, is not obligatory. Therefore, it mayor 

may not show up at the phonetic level of representation. When vowel length

ening is not present on the surface, the same information can be conveyed by 

tonal alternations, as shown in (7). 

(7) 6 gbagbe .r~ 'he forgot you' 

6 t9plnpln . r~ 'he investigated you fully' 

6 f~dm • r~ 'he loves you' 

The low tone effect shows up on the pronoun causing the mid tone to lower in 

pitch. The diacritic (dot) before [.r~], which needs be marked only after 

non-low, is to indicate the assimilated low tone. S The lowering in pitch 

produces a significant contrast after high, e.g. mo lawo 'I have a secret', 

mo la.wo 'I have a plate'. The mid tone in the first example is higher than 

the one in the second. 

SET B but not SET A can also occur on the surface as possessive pronouns, 

as seen in (8 ). 

(8) mo d lie rE} + me rr lI~erE} or mo die .rE} 
I see house your II saw your house' 

5The assimilated low tone was proposed by Bamgbose [1966al. 
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2. Analyses 

Since SET B can occur as possessive pronouns, some linguists (Bamgbose 

[1964, 1966b, 1967a] in particular, and Courtenay [1968]) claim that any oc

currence of SET B as an object pronoun reflects that the verb is derived from 

a verb + noun combination, as illustrated in (9). 

mo f~ + 9ran 

I {vant} {trouble} 
like affair 
love 

r~ 
your 

-+- mo f~rananr~ 

'I love you' 

or 

If we compare (8) and (9), ve will notice that they are structurally the same. 

The verb + noun combination is formed by contraction. The process of con~ 

traction is obligatory in the case of (9) since the meaning of the uncontract

ed form will not be the same as that of the contracted form. Implicit in 

this claim is that SET B can occur only after nouns and that all surface 

verbs that take SET B are derived from a verb + noun combination. This argu

ment further supports the generalization that Yoruba has only monosyllabic 

verbs at the lexical level of representation (a position shared by Bamgbose 

and Courtenay). While this might have been the case historically, I would 

claim that it is not valid synchronically. 

In a synchronic description of Yoruba, one is immediately faced with the 

problem of establishing the underlying representation of verbs of the type in 

(10) if one attempts to derive all polysyllabic verbs from underlying verb + 

noun combinations. 

(10) gbagbe 'to forget' sokur9 'to hang up' 

gbooro 'to widen' tc:plnpln 'to investigate fully' 

tc:rc: 'to beg for' roJ9 'to grumble (about) , 

b~r~ 'to begin' dab( 'to resemble' 

r9po 'to succeed' taarf 'to thrust violently away' 

Verbs of this type take object pronouns of SET B. There is no way of recover-

ing the phonological shape or semantics of a possible verb + noun combination 

as was done for /f~ran in (9). Furthermore, Abraham [1958J mentions that 

the possible origin of the verb dab( 'to resemble' is /da/ 'to becom.e' 

and /b(/ 'like'. Note that there is nothing nominal about this verb. Thus, 
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any compound construction of a verb + noun would be ad hoc. 

A simpler approach is to recognize verbs of the type in (10) as polysyl

labic verbs in their underlying form. This is not to claim that all surface 

polysyllabic verbs should be treated identically; some of them may be derived 

from verb + noun combinations, as suggested by Bamgbose. The surface disyl

labic verbs--lexical or derived--can account for the complementary distribu

tion of pronouns of SET A and SET B by a syllable counting process by the two 

rules stated in (11). 

(11) a. Insert pronouns of SET A after monosyllabic morphemes. 

b. Insert pronouns of SET B after polysyllabic morphemes. 

These rules are stated without reference to any syntactic or morphological 

categories after the verb + noun contraction rules apply. Rule (a) will in

sert pronouns of SET A after surface monosyllabic verbs. Since all nouns are 

polysyllabic, rule (b) will insert pronouns of SET B after surface polysyllab

ic verbs, and nouns. Note that the contraction rule must leave the contract

ed structure as a verb. 

3. Prepositions 

The complementary distribution of SET A and SET B after prepositions sup

"ports the syllable counting analysis, as seen in (12). 

(12) a. mo s?>r9 sf 1 'I spoke to him' 
I speak to him 

b. mo s?,>r9 nfpa 6 r~ 'I spoke about hjm' 
I speak about him 

c. mo 19 p~16 r~ 'I went with him' 
I go with him 

In (12a), SET A occurs after prepositions of one syllable; in (12b,c), SET B 

occurs after prepositions of two syllables. The rules of (lla,b) will insert 

the" correct pronoun SET after prepositions with no mention of category. 

6Abraham [1958J mentions that the possible origin of the preposition 
nrpa 'about' is Inri 'at, in' and Ilpal 'path, track'. 
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4. Evidence from Loan Words 

Evidence from language borrowing fUrther supports a hypothesis of sylla

ble counting. Polysyllabic verbs borrowed into Yoruba always select pronouns 

of SET B. There is no evidence that such verbs are polymorphemic, verb + 

noun combinations. 

Loan verbs from English into Yoruba illustrate this, as in (13). 

(13) English Yoruba 

a. to fail mo fel) -re -+ mo fel) I r~ 
I fail it 'I failed it' 

b. to pass me pas) -r~ -+ mo pas)ir~ 
I pass it 'I passed it' 

c. to dupe me dQpu 
, 
r~ -+ me dQpuur~ 

I dupe you 'I duped you' 

The loan words conform with the phonological properties of Yoruba;7 vowels 

are added at the e~d of the verbs after a consonant to maintain the typical 

Yoruba CVCV structure. The vowels added are based on a front/back vowel har

mony.S In examples (a-b), the vowel Iii is added after consonants preceded 

by a non-back vowel; in (c), the vowel lui is added after a consonant pre

ceded by a back vowel. The tone contour of loan words seems to reflect the 

stress patterns of English; the falling contour tone can be written over one 

or two [+syll] segments. As a result of the process of nativization of loan 

verbs, all consonant final monosyllabic verbs borrowed into Yoruba from Eng

lish will have two or more syllables depending on their syllabic structure. 9 

Like all other polysyllabic verbs, the English loan verbs take the pronouns 

of SET B as object pronouns as illustrated in (13), above. 

Loan verbs from Rausa provide further support for an analysis of syllable 

counting. Some Rausa verbs that are borrowed into Yoruba are given in (14). 

7See Courtenay [1968] for a detailed discussion of the phonological prop
erties of Yoruba. 

SFor more discussion on vowel harmony in Yoruba, see Awobuluyi [1967], and 
Bamgbose [196Tb]. 

9See Awobuluyi [1967] for a discussion on nativization of loan words into 
Yoruba. 
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(14) Hausa Yoruba 

daamu damu 'to bother' 

wahalaa wahala 'to bother' 

yarda Y99da or Venda 'to allow' 

These verbs also take pronouns of SET B, as in (15). 

(15) ma damu 'mi 
neg bother me 

ma damuuml 'don't bother me' 

William Welmers [personal communication] suggests that languages general

ly borrow nouns and that Yoruba might be borrowing English verbs as nouns. 

This suggestion is obviously not supported by English since English has bor

rowed verbs, adverbs, adjectives, and pronouns from other languages. Besides, 

these loan verbs, from English into Yoruba, behave syntactically as verbs and 

not as nouns. For example, they take subjects, as seen in (16). 

(16) mo dupu r~ 
I dupe you 

'I duped you' 

They are negated like any other verb, as illustrated in (17). 

(17) ml ke dQpu r~ 'I didn't dupe you' 
I neg dupe you 

They take the progressive marker and the future tense marker like other verbs, 

as shown in (18) . 

(18) a. me ~ dQpu r~ 'I am duping you' 
I PROG dupe you 

b. me maa dQpu r~ 'I will dupe you' 
I FUT dupe you 

They can undergo the process of reduplication to form the gerundive. as seen 

in (19). 

'duping' 

Welmers [personal communication] has also suggested that such verbs might 

be treated as a contraction of verb + noun combination, but the tone pattern 

of such verbs suggests otherwise. 

(20) a. dQpu 'to dupe' 



b. man~J1 

c. rHll.3lsl 
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'to manage' 

'to realize' 
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The penultimate falling tone in (20a,b,c) is clearly a reflection of the Eng

lish intonation pattern. Other than English loan words, no verbs in Yoruba 

occur with these tone patterns. In the example of (14), the loan words from 

Hausa tend to reflect the tonal system of Hausa. Furthermore, the tonal pat

tern of (20a) cannot be derived from a verb + noun contraction (cf. f~ + 

9ran ~ f,ran but not f~ran). 

5. Possible Historical EePlanation 

The similarities of the phonological shapes of pronouns of SET A and SET 

B suggest that at one time in the history of the Yoruba language, there was 

only one SET. For most person-number combinations, the tone difference (as 

seen in (1» is the only difference. Thus, there are overwhelming corres

pondences much greater than could be due to chance. Furthermore, the syn

chronic processes of -r- deletion and vowel assimilation suggest that the 

-r- of second and third person singular of the one SET of pronouns was af

fected historically by a deletion rule, and that the vowel of the third per

son was further affected by an assimilatory rule whereby it assimilated to a 

preceding vowel. lO Third person, consequently, became realized as a length-

lOIn Courtenay's [1968] discussion of the processes of -r
vowel assimilation, she points out that one type of vowel length 
the consequence of -r- deletion and vowel assimilation or just 
tion whenever two vowels are identical, e.g. 

Yoruba ~ Youba ~ YoOba 'Yoruba' 

korfko ~ 

dara ~ 

kofko ~ ko6ko 

~ daa 

'name' 

'grass' 

'to be good' 

deletion and 
in Yoruba is 
-r- dele-

Notice that it is the vowel of the syllable of the deleted -r- that assimi
lates. Given that the rule of -r- deletion affects the -r- of the sec
ond and third person singular of SET B as well, e.g. 

or6k9 r~ ~ 06k9 ~ 

oruk9 r~ ~ 06k9 ~ 

'your name" 

'his name' 

it seems plausible that historically a similar process of assimilation might 
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ening process of the final vowel of verbs. Although phonetically motivated, 

the assimilatory process interacted with other factors of the grammar. That 

is, it was morphological in that it happened to third person, but not second, 

and it was sensitive to parts of speech in that it happened after verbs, but 

not after nouns. 

During the time of this single SET of pronouns, object pronouns were 

formed by placing the one SET after the verb, which was monosyllabic. To 

form a possessive construction with pronouns, the one SET was placed after 

(an) associative morpheme(s) which occurred between the noun and the pronoun. 

Similar pronoun behavior is attested synchronically in other Niger-Congo lan

guages. In Bambara, for example, the same SET of pronouns is used for sub

ject, object, possessive, reflexive, etc. The associative morpheme *ka oc

curs between the pronoun and the noun to form a possessive construction (cf. 

Welmers [1963]). 

In Yoruba, the segmental information of the associative morpheme was lost. 

But the tonal information of this morpheme remained and became an inherent 

part of the pronouns, creating a new distinct SET of possessive pronouns. At 

that point in history, the now two SET's of pronouns were in both syntactic 

and phonological complementary distribution. At that time, all nouns were 

polysyllabic and all verbs were monosyllabic. Contraction between monosyllab- . 

have affected the vowel of the third person singular to create maximal dis-
tinction between second and third person object pronouns, e.g. 

*mo we 
, , 

6 'I looked at him' re .... mo wo Ell .... mo wo 
I look-at him 

*mo we .... , 
~ 'I looked at you' r~ .... mo wo 

I look-at you 

Henceforth, the vowel length process became known as the third person, while 
unassimilated -e- with no -r- preceding it became known as the second 
person. To supp~rt the contention of assimilation of a vowel across a bound
ary, a low vowel assimilates to the vowel of the second and third person af
ter -r- deletion, e.g. 

aja r~ .... 

aja r~ .... 

aja Ell .... 

aja ~ .... 

'your dog' 

'his dog' 
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ic and polysyllabic nouns led to the creation of a new class of verbs (namely 

polysyllabic). Simultaneously, SET B, which occurred as possessive pronouns 

of the noun of the verb + noun combination, took an additional semantic read

ing as object pronouns of the new class of verbs. Thus, SET B became associ

ated with verbs of two or more syllables rather than a noun of a verb + noun 

combination. Consequently, SET B has been re-analyzed as object pronouns for 

verbs of two or more syllables irrespective of their origin. That is, it 

does not make any difference whether or not polysyllabic verbs are already 

part of the lexicon, derived from a verb + noun combination, derived from 

verb + verb compounding, or borrowed from another language. 

6. Summary and Conclusion 

It has been demonstrated that object pronoun selection is based on sylla

ble counting. Evidence from polysyllabic verbs that must be considered lexi

cal and from loan verbs from English and Hausa shows that pronouns of SET B 

have been reanalyzed as object pronouns for polysyllabic verbs, given the im

plausibility of such verbs consisting of a verb + noun combination underlying

ly. A one time syntactic complementary distribution of the pronouns has giv

en way to an existing phonological complementary distribution. 

Implicit in this analysis is how evidence from language borrowing sug

gests a new synchronic analysis for the Yoruba verb, since all surface poly

syllabic verbs cannot be derived from underlying verb + noun combinations. 

Therefore, the generalization that there is only one class of verbs at the 

underlying level of representation (namely monosyllabic) must be abandoned. 

Finally, this analysis shows "syllable counting" to be a viable phonological 

process which simply and automatically accounts for a morphological distribu

tion. 
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Language and Development; an International Perspective, edited by Braj B. 
Kachru and Eyamba G. Bokamba, Department of Linguistics, University of 
Illinois. Number 2, Fall 1981. $2.00 per issue. 

The second issue of this newsletter, designed "to serve as a vehicle for 
the exchange of ideas, information, and research findings" on the role 
of language and applied linguistics, contains the following articles: 
Albert Valdman, "Language planning issues in Haiti"'; Rudolph C. Troike, 
"Language problems and language planning of Spanish in the United 
States"; Rebecca N. Agheyisi, "Toward language planning in Nigeria"; 
Rasio Dunatov, "Language policies in Yugoslavia-an update"; Adam Makkai, 
"Observations on linguistic neo-colonialism in eastern Europe (and Afri
ca)"; and William M. O'Barr, "Language in the courtroom". There are al
so several book reviews and notices. 

Hunter, Linda. Karatu! Farkonka Madaci, Karshenka Zuma. The African Studies 
Program, 1454 Van Hise Hall, 1220 Linden Drive, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI 53706. pp. vii, 87. $4.00 

An intermediate Hausa textbook meant for stUdents with one year of uni
versity Hausa study. There are ten chapters, each consisting of a gram
mar section and a reading. Alist of further references for the grammar 
at hand accompanies each chapter, and suggested exercises for each read
ing reinforce the grammar. The readings in Chapters 1-3 are marked for 
tone and vowel length, the remainder are not. They are drawn from a va
riety of published Hausa materials and include folktales, cultural mater
ial, and poems. The grammar sections for the ten chapters respectively 
are entitled: "The Grade System", "Grade II", "Indirect'Object", "Caus
atives", "Continuative Aspect", "Relative Clauses", "Tone and Vowel 
Length", "Intonation", "Three Syllable Verbs", "Poetry and Song". 

from the Centre National de 1a Recherche Scientifique (C.N.R.S) 

Caprile, Jean-Pierre and Micheline Lebarbier (eds.), Bulletin de 1iason du 
Laboratoire de Langues et Civilisations a Tradition Orale. LAC ITO
Informations, 12. Ivry, France: CNRS, 1981. 

Report of activities of LACITO for the year ending June 1981. 

Bentolila, Fernand. Grammaire fonctionnelle d'un parler ber~re: Ait 
Seghrouchen d'Oum Jeniba (Maroc). Langues et Civilisations a Tradition 
Orale, 46. Paris: SELAF, 1981. pp. 447. No price indicated. 

The author describes the Berber dialect of the Ait Seghrushen group of 
Um Jeniba, a douar located at the foot of Jebel Tishukt in the center 
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of the Moroccan Middle Atlas chain. A functional analysis is presented 
according to the method recommended by Andre Martinet. The results are 
arranged in three parts: classification, syntax, and "synthematic" 
analysis. The classification contains a list of morpheme classes defin
ed on the basis of their combining possibilities. A separate chapter 
is devoted to each class, including, where necessary, a morphology 
(where the conditioned alternance of morpheme forms is described), and 
an axiology (which presents the values of the diverse units). The syn
tax describes the functions of the morphemes and the types of marking. 
The synthematic analysis describes the "synthemes", Le., the groupings 
of "bound morphemes" which behave as simple morphemes (in composition, 
derivation, or idiomatic expressions). 

from the Musee Royal de l'Afrique Centrale 

B-19BO TERVUREN 
BELGIQUE 

Schmidt-Wrenger, Barbara. Rituelle Frauengesange der Tshokwe: Untersuchung
en zu einem Saku1arisierungsprozess in Angola und Zalre, Bande II-III. 
Annales, Serie in_Bo, Sciences Humaines, Nos. 99-100. Tervuren, Bel
gique: Musee Royale de l'Afrique Centrale, 1979. Band II, pp. x, IBo; 
Band III, pp. xii, B2. No prices indicated. 

Presentation of 95 women's songs of the Chokwe in Angola and Zaire. 
Volume II presents an analysis of the musical and linguistic form fol
lowed by the texts and German translations. Volume III contains a com
plete musical transcription of each song. 

Africana. Linguistica VIII. Annales, Serie in-8°, Sciences Humaines, 
Tervuren, Belgique: Musee Royale de l'Afrique Centrale, 1980. 
226. No price indicated. 

No. 10l. 
pp. vi, 

A collection of papers on Bantu linguistics. The contents are as fol
lows: Obituary for A.E. Meeussen, to whose memory the volume is dedicat
ed; T. Arnold, "La conjugaison composee en rwanda"; A. Coupez, "Traces 
de dix voyelles en protobantou"; Cl. Gregoire, "La structure sous-ja
cente des relatives en mande nord"; G. tiulstaert, "Esquisse du parler 
des Ye:ng€"; G. Hulstaert, "Un cas de postposition chez les Mongo"; G. 
Hulstaert, "Table des matieres de la Syntaxe du lomongo"; R. Kerremans, 
"Nasale suivie de consonne sourde en proto-bantou"; and L. Stappers, 
"Textes kanyok". 

Huysecom-Wolter, C. and A. Annaert-Bruder. L'Emploi du Temps du Paysan Zande 
dans le Bassin de l'Ue1e en 1959-1960: Enquete de 1a Berne section du 
CEMUBAC de 1958 a 1961 dans le Nord-Est du Zalre. Annales, Serie in_Bo, 
Sciences Humaines, no. 102. Tervuren, Belgique: Musee Royale de l'Afrique 
Centrale, 1980. pp. xxiv, 372. No price indicated. 
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An ethnographic study of the daily life of rural Zande people in Zaire, 
conducted by the 8th Section of the Centre Scientifique et Medical de 
l'Universite Libre de Bruxelles en Afrique Centrale (CEMUBAC). The re
search, conducted in 1958-1961, is interdisciplinary, being undertaken 
by a group of professors from l'Universite de Bruxelles. There are nu
merous charts, maps, and photographs. 

Gansemans, Jos. Les Instruments de Musique Luba (Shaba, Zaire). Annales, 
Serie in-8~, Sciences Humaines, no. 103. Tervuren, Belgique: Musee 
Royale de l'Afrique Centrale, 1980. pp. x, 100. No price indicated. 

A description of musical instruments used by the Luba. Included for 
each instrument is a discussion of the place of the instrument in the 
socio-religious life. There are photographs of most instruments and the 
methods of playing them. 
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